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Preface
Wh are the prospeots for the Xind of global understanding and

coo eration that will insUre to all men within the framework of their .

o n value systems a.life of dignity and well-being? In one form or
another this is the overriding issue :facing oil thoughtful men, all-
governments, all private organiiations.

In an effort to make a modest contribution to the problem, The
,.. ,

Hazen Foundation appropriated funds in 1970 for a.study of "Cul-
tural Relations for the Future." In seeking the appropriate person to
direct the study; it turned to Paul J.-Braisted, its retiring president.
Having lived in India and visited other countries of Asia repeatedly,

.. 'he is sensitive to cultures other than our own. His-concern for moral
and religious values illuminated for thirty years the activities of the
Foundation. .

.
.

Six groups, of scholars were established in various parts of the
world. While financed by the ,Foundation grant, they functioned
autonomously, never meeting as a whole. Over the two years of the
study one or two from each group met together on three separate
occasions; but the one titan who met with every group and who was',
privy to their attitudes and arguments was Paul Braisted. This gave :
him a special perspective, and aCcordingly the trustees encouraged

' him to ivrite his own testament.

The present essay is the result. It is a_statement 'of faith in the
possibility of genuine intercultural understanding and t erefore df an
emerging International community composed of di erse cultural
patterns and outlooks. It presents the ideal without apOlogy, but with
full recognition of practical realities. Eloquently and with passion it
states the case for h new. humanism which allows'1 a" tolerable life

for all men.

John W. Nason, Chairman
The Haz Foundation
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Foreword
Thisessay is an outgrowth of a program of intercultural and inter- .

'national inquiries extending over a period of several years, focussed in
.

coordinated study groups in Japan; India, Southeast Asia, Afrita, the
Middle East and the United.. States. The participants Were keenly.,

aware of emerging new relationships and_ of intense value Conflicts and
, sought ways to improVe cultural relations- aMong all peoples. Their

thought is reported in a pamphtet entitled Reconstituting the Human
Community. That title, which may at tfirst glance -appear pre-
suMptuous, was a natural outgrowth of the thottights and convictions,
of 'the particip-ants. They wishid-16 emrrhasize the necessity for a
radical neW creation, not s6me rebuilding of past cultural expressions.

One phase of the inquiries is- the focus-of this essay the persistent
reference to value dimensions of cultural felations. This was especially ,

urgent in all thought about improvement of cultural exchanges, of
. ,Mutual aid in development and the, shaping of new or emergent rela-
itionships among peoples and nations. Thus, this brief statement has a
limited focus and relates to the earlier report. In that report may be
found a discussion of the present context of cultural relations, the
promise and difficulties of a new cultural role for the peoples.of Asian
and African countries-, suggestions for enhancing local capabilities of
new nationS, some cornment on the cultural search for meaning arid
also'upon the over-all theme of the report.

, In another sense, this piece is a small contribulion to the continuing
inquiries. Those hasve been stimulated in part by publication Of
Reconfitituting the Human ComMunity in Japanese, Arabic, Chinese,
Indonesian and Thai, as well as English, by a prograni ofigontinuing
formal meetings,in 'Asia hmong, and on the initiatiVe of outheast.
ASiani and Japanese participants in the earlier inquiries, in study and
publication plans, as well as the writings of several individuals. Two
essays are illustrative of the latter: "Cultural Diplomaey'' and "Values
in International Politics" co-authored by Soedjatmoko and Kenneth
W. Thompson. -

To'speak seriously a values of positive toalS, of choice of priori-
-ties and of a hurnane nullookis to reveal some deep inner commit-

. ment. Whether thi.be direct or implicit matters not. It will-inevitably
bear the,imprint of an individual's limited, but real,. experience. This
'rather obvious fact is mentioried here in passing lest it be diSpariged



by a still fashionable but false objectivity. If there is any usefulness in
this s'Oit.of writing, it lies in the hope that somewfiere a bell will ring
for someone in the midst of a struggle and conflict of values, or when
a hard decision has been made on priorities. Beyond that one cannot
go and should not try.

I am grateful to colleagues and friends, of several .countries for
criticism of the manuscript and suggestion§ for revision of it. These
were an invaluable help and 'the results will be rectignizecr by them.
The Rockefeller Foundation invitation to a residency at the Bellagio
Conference and Study Center provided an opportunity for ,reflection
and.writing which is Much appreciated. r am ago grateful forethought-

. ful and cheerful help in pre-paring the mannscript and retyping it again
and .again. .. '

,

1
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I am also grateful .to the following for permission to- quote fr.* ,
e their publications: Atheneum Publishers, ftom The Firmameni- of

Thne bY'Loren Eiseley;.Charles Scribner's Sons, fkom The Unfinished

Publishers . froin Ideas and OpiniOns by Albert .Einstein; ' arcourt
Experiment by S. E. Luria; The Estate Of Albert,Einstein an .Crown

Brace JovanOvich, Inc., from Traditional yalhes in American. Life by
Ralph Gabriel; -and Harper and Row, ftom'The COming World Civil-
ization by Williath Ernest Hocking..., i

North HaVen, Connecticut, U.S.A. .:
. .



I. Viewpoint

.Sinte wars begin ifr the niinds of,men, it is in the minds of
men that the defenses of peace, must beconstructed.

From the Constitution of UNESCO

We prepai.e for war like precocious giants gnd for peace
like ,retarded p,ygmies.

From Lester Pearson's Nobel Prize Speech

.0n.improving cultyral relations

In the Minds,, of. Men! These-prOfound and memorable words, nOw
grown so familiar as to have: lost mtich ortheir force, were born id .

. the dawning hope ot the imrnediate postwar dayS. They hold a great,;.
fundamental truth and a 'meaning, the' significance of which grow0'
with every passing decade: They embody man's perennial hope rising .

phoenix7like from the ruins.Of his cruelty, slaughter and,despair.Tbey
point to the source of all our troubles as Well as to all our,pa/St and
potential achievement . their autheir and those who adopted tem and
those who still cherish them understobd well that it1is man who feels,
perceives/thinks and wills, and reasbns, who'is the source of all the
treasured values of-each and eVery civilization. Prior to any and every
Means and instrument for social iniprovement i the living spring that
is their source and the sole guarantee ojberrsgniflcane and worth.

Today there are signs of, a nasc t neW huManism. The term
"values" is being more widely recognize ,ar-bsTbcultural theme"
in both intercultural and interdational discourse. There is acute-
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awareness-of con& g gee's resulting in part from wider cultural
contacts and comn i atik...1 and in part from the dichotomieS that.
arise in the4 nnin o i.' and national developfnent. A growing
concern with the ality of life" pervades discussion of problems of
the biosphere, of economic and social planning, of hunger and of the
use of natural, resources. There is less, inclination to avoid problems

. , .
pr questionS of "value jUdgements" in the name of oli)jectivity or
specialization. There is more inclination to r cognize the achievements
of human consciousness as a whole inclu ng reason, imagination and ,

religious faith all aspects of man's sea ch for meaning in life. These
and other signs nourish.hope of a more humane future.

There is as 'yet too little exploration of the imPlications .and pos-
sibilities of these emerging cOncerns. Terms like "valud" and "quality
of life" are uSed rather casUally as uming that their meanirig will be
clear. In ,the etrrging interdepe dent world their meaning will be
clarified and enriched by contribx tions from many living and growing"
cultural traditions.- What folkTs is 'intended to suggest some first

-steps toward such clarificatio '' on the basic assuinption that there is .
a real possibility 'of the emer ence of a new humanism. ,,

On falues
, Values are the "t that matter most." To unlerstand them

e' better as a basis foeli ing and planning, it is essential to focus at-
tention upon accepted -als, whether proximale or ultimrate,, of both
personal fulfillment an4 of social planning. Human and sdcial values7
are living and dyriamid and thus capable of growth of ever new eX-

, `pressions,in response to changed or changing cireumstances. This in-
sight sustains the hope that men will indeed .create nobler new pat- ,

terns of meaningful living and Ultimately a humane global society.
, Therefore, it is essential to recognize the processes of contimiing
choice of goals and the subsequent review and reordering of peiorities.

Ifis also essential.to distinguish several uses of the term. For sonie
'it sigriifies "systemg of values," Le., Organized gets of doctrine, ideas
or practice, which characterize a civilization or culture, or some- part
of it, at a .partiCulas time.' These are 'the concern of scholars, his-
torians and philosophets, but also otheis. Increasingly, they are tecog-
nized as Crucial considerations.kr development and other §ocial
planners. Their neglect can lead to personal and social impoverish-
ment-or dIsaster. Systems of valueg may be traditional or modern,
static or evolving. The-teem values ig,sornetimeg used in the special
sense of beliefs, i.e., with an emphasi's upon their essence a's idealiied
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, _ways of living and acting considered ku, the best ,interests of society.
As such they inspire members of a society to act in 'approved Ways.

:and ptovide standards Tor judgement of the quality of adtual behavior.
As such, also, they.arouse intense loyalties when in confrontation-or ,

- conflict. Conflictsrofbelietspay lead to confusion, social distintegra-
don and individual aliNuOn. This 'destructive result is notnece.ssarily
hievitable-and by Oving thought men can firld_and institutionalize the-. - -
living values of a tradition incombination with the significant values

. ,
-of modernity. It should be .obviouS then, that this inevitably requires /
choices, that is, acceptanCe or rejection of partieular beliefs and thJn/
a reformulation for contemporary living.' - f

. Another use of the term values derives .from the'work: and Perspec-- ,, . -

tives of anthropologists and sociologists, i.e., an emphasis.mpon ac-
.

rcepted goals (cultural, social,,eeonoinic or POlitical); Upon priOrities
and the inherent choices., This is of -primary ImPOttancelfor",social
planning at any level. It' is particularly crucial at the present' tiine at
the international level df development,planping, Of:.coneern 'for the
preservation Of and care for the human environment, ind :all other
like situations.which arenow known to be 'global in SCCIp/e. and-inter-
relatedness. Manifestly difis vieWpoint is_ eqUally signifiCant for in-
dividuals and self-fulfillment, a fact of gi'eat -importance since indj-
viduals,are the chief agents of social change and the/beneficiaries ,:dr
victimS of changed so'cial situatiens...

There has been and there still is an ever- "esent danger that beliefs,
ideals, standards Or goals, long held; tmexamined and institutionally

...enshrined, may become. static. V/hen 'this haPpens, they become a, . .

bondage rather than a liberating force. Blit what should not be
oVeripoked, neglected or denied is that hunian and, social values are

/
vital- and dynamic, ever changing, whether the transfermation be
glacial or volcanic. Thus, the historian Ralph Gabriel of 'Yale Oni-

,

versity his written:

As civiligations evolve in the proceTs of history, values change. Each
' generation combines the traditions/it has inherited from the past with
the knowledge that springs from/an everienced present to aformulate
-and reformtklate the values which guide the conduct of its m.5mbers.

Thus, it is idle ana futile, for instance, to 'deplore the departure of
the iods Of ancient Greece o/r the s'ocial structure of that sociey
or of the Confucian age whe/in fact the ,htimanism of the outlook of
the Greeks, transmitted by/the Arab scliolars, is still a vital force in

io .



the -western world and when .the innate humanism of the Chinese
piopies is'now creating newiorms of welfare for the whole gopulatibn.

Critical reexamination of values iS essential .for all peoples in the
confusion Of an emerging interdependent 'global society and is

..especially important for the intekstuals and other leaders .of the
developing countries. Indeed, many of their leaders recognize that it
is the most exacting and, difficult, es well as mot 'fateful, obligation
in their .situation&.- 'They are under external and internal pres-
sures tospeed up. processes Of modernization, some of which, -bedause
of shortages of various kinds, cannot _be accomplished by instdnt
miracles or the mere importatiOn of, technologies developed to meet
needs of_ another _dine and place. they have fo try to discover trid
interprei appropriate steps forArd ln reformulation Of-i) eliefs,'steps .

essential to reach the larger natiOnal and' sOcial goals, glimpsed in
the distance hilt unattainable' except by intermediate:. steps of their. ,
own design and choOsing. ThiS consideration is an Imqortant' one \
for all exploration of:useful Ways of sollaboration in woricing.out new
struCtures of aid and Other reladonships fo succeed thoSe which have
become inadequate, coUnter-producti e an.d' hence Obsolete. 'Thus,
this-. reformulation . of beliefs; and go Is is very, important for the
leaders cif more developed countri& a we Shall note below.-

On ihe .sco.0e-,6f :cultural telations

Culture- 6:intact- has ever been the 'occasion for cultural change
= and development, but there exists tod y a_complexity of crintaets and

a compulsion and magnitude of imp ct which .are unique., This is due
mahily to the rapid development o various nneans of cominunication
and the resulting fandliaritY agmentary- and interinittent to be
sure with the ways of life' of other peoples. One result is" the

-heightened expectations of life in. 'developing sountries derived froin
fresh, viVid al:Vareness of the affluent -and -cOinfortable life of the
industrializecycountries. That these expectations ar in part beyond
reach for decades to come 'only- adds, pathos,to the sithation and the

,possibility that unrelieved, frustraons :may 15ecoine unmanageable '
and be turned into- violence:and destruction. In addition there.is
more questioning of the values and'assumptions--=`social, economic,
political of those societies whielv have become affluent early,or_

* late. In particular 'there -is a growing awareness that bappiness and
sdcial welPbeing are not fiecessarily assured by affluence or 15-3, irid-

caterial abundance and unlimited ecOnOmio growth:
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Another result is the variety of inipressions of:other peoples to be
found in the industrialized countri'es: It is a 'confused mixture of
shallow episoclicimpressions of tourists, hurrying along their guided
ways,:the distorted perceptions Of soldiers with their carefidly man-
aged: narrdw'exposureS, the convictions of diplomats and embassy
,personnel mainly brought to focus by national political interests -and'
responsibilities, the observatiOns of large numbers of students, both
thdse who go'abroad and-those of other cultures found in their own
universities, the impressiOns of individuals who have participated. in
numerous bi-national, inter-Uniirersity or international development
or relief programs, and also, and noticast, scholars who have soUght
a deep understanding of peoples and their ways of life or so,ine par,-
tieulal aspect' of them and, of course', the work of journalists and
cheir .photographers whose observations and impressions reach -daily
into the homes of millions of people. And, how_is one to gauge the
impact Of all this? Clearly .some of these communicators have a more
responsible role,than others, among them students, scholars and par-

-ticiPants in -international, Mutually beneficial- development. coopera-
tion. How can the role of each be magnified?. By what -new Ineftns .
can the superficialities and distortionsr of some other bhservers be
neutralized st as to allow- fruitful international -understanding to

. deVelop? HOW may the! limited .perspectives of.' some individnalS be
brOadened9 floW secure wider-acceptance of the worth'of diverse and
unfamiliar" cultires and opportunities' they offer for enrichment of

. one's own? 7

Attentive listening to others as a sburce of fre4Linsight and Visdoth
. . .

may be illustrated briefly by the' internationullnquiries. called ``Cul-
tural RelatiOns for the Future." The- experience was vital and,* in-
strUctive. At the end of the first, year of study in autonomous,groups.
their, representatives met in an-internafional collocjuium. Each had
spent time,egamining the.-assumptions' unaerlying the "desire to im-
prove cultural exchanges internationally,_ programs which, had greatly
expanded and diversified during,the cold war period. In an atrrios-

..phere of .uni:nhibited candor, a sharp confrontation developed. It
took the forni3Of a challenge to. the perceived assumptionsand attitudes
of ,the developed countries ,by the parti6Onts from the developing
cOuairies. It was a confrontation" because the response awakened was.
one of surprise and indignation over the eXag,gerations Or rnisunder-
standings of the Third World Spokesmen. But gradually.all concerned.
came to accept a different and broader viewpoint, that of recognition
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--Validity of cliGrent cultures 'and the peed to .explore the
implicatiOns of thittstandpoint, Thus, acceptance pf pl.tiralisrit as 'a,
starting point came to rephice, among other things Western ugiVersal
view§ pvenitutal,:developmeni derived mainlY fiOrnA western cx-
perienee of sciOtific,:lm-iMry and A;6 rrorn uneritically aecepted
universalized inodds- of indOstrialization and technologY.' This, of
course, %fleets newer`awarencss in the larger _society; but the, res'ult
iti this 'instance was that ,t1R-:. ingikieS imived onto a more.'fruitful..
plane.pf discourse and. concern. There was a new sense Of freedom
and rapPort, of unity aro. understanding. Thus, ParticipantS athercd
ideas, eXperienees and wisdom froP their _several angles of vision
and froM ,varying hitlrical realities, ..intrinterpreted them in relation

'-to"chicrging situations7 These insightS were summtirized in the report
Recoastituting,dthlhonan Conuntudi.i..

This C xpericiice: is not an 'nnfannliar or startling discoverybUt it
is a fact of paramount importance that pen ,Of ,good Will engaged in
seritms inquiry about, the future. may still haVer to learn it. it is a
'first steP toward improvement of cultund reliitions in thc5c times. This1,7
is especialiy significant for djvclopment planning to insure that the
conomically PpWerful restrain their aggressive instinct s. and learn at
last to .walk together -with: the intelleetual and other leaders cif the
third find fourfli worlds as:equals. in zi spirit of mutual .respect and

7 trust; thuS beginning to form through genuine 'cOoperation: the coining'
41eW world order:-

,

2:4:Nt Our, \;Iew. vaRICS ,and of eillture may be- stinnnarized briefly.
Valuesarc tbt3`accept0:`gOlds ittcl the selected' priorities which are

the essence of all significant social planning and of,,self-fulfdlment:
Tht_ ti Pia:rent in I1L hfe -Of all people 'of the more affluent
and the: IeSs: so. T,IleY are: decisive kw- the future, for wcal Or woe,
of anyami ill Where'the source is a Immane. outlook,.they ban meet.
unfaMitiar' Opportunities, of these daYS and slizipe new :rdatiOnshipS,'

Mehing and implications. of' such an outlook arc explored :in
(Thapter 1V.,PurStitd-t!,ith wisdom and knowledge, they eim nourish
a more humane finure. This°quest is for.evcav man ima in a special

fis'e for those who for a fleeting monient have,some
.

in Shaping cultural policies and prograMs.

We tike a comprtYhensive -view of culture.. in the .contemporary
..workt a::; the:swift streant. (..,f social; sjeouOmie, politiarand spiritual

uu. environment 'of manuotd. (iittui"e contact and ehangC, of

k. 3
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eoillliqt and collaboration, is the arena ih which indn may-and ,Vvi 11 build
a betler future of human achievement, The present stream is fed both
by numerous liVing traditions and by expanding knowledge of man
and the toiverse. It -is thiS living present which concerns us.' It
includes the. search of" Men and peOples for a clearer identity and
for national awareness, fOr wiser use of technologies devoted to con-

cern for men and their 'societies, first, foremost and alwziys. Careful
study .maY be expected to yield fresh, insights and more adeeluate
cOnceptg,of universality_ than :those' of the past. We do* nbt,Ate pt

that here, but are "confident that the search begins with a f ller
understanding of humane otitlook and of the full nature of an.

Thus, We are not primarily' côncer,ped with, either thc political pr
economic aspects of life hut, rather, with . the full range of life.; rational

and aesthetiC, with man's edueational, scientific, artistic and literary
activity.. The ,view is universal in that it is concerned with huManity
but concrete as it fin& vitality in the lives, of' Men and of specific
civilizations. It is global in the most mOderrr sense, conscious that ni?)

majoe problem can be solved apart from a world approadh. Thus the,

, view transcends the formal relations of state, the confrontations,0
ideologies, ,the strifc of religious systems or institutions. It :is man's

great opportunity to move toward ,more distant goals.

"From this staridpoint we shall point out some of the morc sig-
nificant aspects of the present unstable world situation, seek to
identify trends that appear 4to 'be opening to tomorrow, to suggest
appropriate auitudes and some promi.sing activities. We turn first

of all to the present elimate of cultural turmoil of vidue conflict

and rsformulation.



II. The Present Turbulent,
Uncertain Passage

The basic problem is to adapt the behaviorpdtterns of man .

to the ultimate existence of hamanity ... Beyond 'all
frontiers aad boundaries, abOve all,the house,gods -of our
little citieS We are facing the univerSql process of cliange-
;stability, and are faced'with the task to give Security in the
midst of change, to ochfrve stability that,h7not

Eugen PusiC

The unchanging need for change

Those who 'look for tranquility in the affairsof men in the near
future delude themselves. They condemn themselves to self-destrue-
tive frustrations. Writimg on the topic ."The Unchanging Need to
Change," Eugen, Pusié of the yaculty. of Political. Science, Zagreb,
former president of the International Association of Social Work,,
asserted .that the adaptation of behavior patterns is the basic and
essential meaning of all social work. Acceptance of change -as .a uni-
versal social process defines the rasks of "giving sectirity inlhe midst
of change, to achieve stability that is not immobility."

Addressing..the .Washington Celebration of the 500th anniversary
of the birth: ot Nicholas Copernicus, John Archibald Wheeler spoke
of "The Universe as tlome for Man." After reviewing.recent scientific
achievements, especially in the realm of astrb-physics, the new mys-
teries awaiting exploration and fresh insights,,he concluded, "Today
nmtability lookS mcire an:d wore like being the universal feature, of
nature, showing up at level after, level of structure.".The three great

16
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mystries he outlined -.-7-.the quantum, thi universe and the mind
'lie at that point where, in the phrase/ ,of .Fred floyle Mind and
matter meld.' All three threaten_ that ./lean seParation ,betWeen ob-
server and observed which for so lotigiseemed the essence offscience."
From Still another pérspective Walt/Whitman declared .that, "It is
provided in the.. essenee of things that fromany fruition' of success,
no matter what, sinli come forth Something to niake'a greater strtiggle-
necessary!' Thus, the sociakscientist, the astro-physicist and the poet-
seer view man, the unive-ise and the stream Of culture as basically
dynatnic, as mutable.

It seemS idle to assume that political..and economic stability will
characterize the near future '. wiser to reeognize that change is
normal and', vital and lo seek to mold forces towarg human ends
rather than to lesser "short-term., objectives. The environment of All
thought and activity, the setting in which gOals and priorities must
be decided, ;file arena where human activity nujy be decisiVe; this
-present environment will be unstable and, tumultuous is far as we
can,see into the future, This is not the cry.of fear and. doom 'too Often
heard these days, but is a reahsticacceptance of.the given atmosphere
of life, the frontier .of 'heretofore undreaMed of opportunities. Nor
is this, on Ihe'.other. handcto :annOunce some new Utopia 'as. some'
"futurologists'' are: doin. Rather it implies potentialitis in the utii-
verse and the human cOnsciousness, the awareneSs of which is still
limited, the scope othwhich lies in the hidden _futu're.

We are concerned here, then, with the present situaticirr and the
opportunities it Presents to men of imagination and good-will tb seek
improvement , of their Common lot and to venture toward the workl
which' lies ,beyond the present confines of awakening consciousdess.
To make sure,that change ik humane and purposeftil, and not merely
capricious or accidental, requires continuous choice of goals and
priorities. Suclu Values are poWerful forces, thp.Iselves evolving as
they accelerate;change. There arc, of course, continuities of principle
or custom or institutional structOres which rnay be either steadying
or simply obstacles to the onward march of civilization. These con-
tinuities arb inhere,nt in the dichotomies which plague and baffle men
at the present time. Thb' Important thinu at the outset is to recognize

. that science, cditcation and culture are hound in the web of tumultu-
ous international life with all its contending Nees, its hazffds and
its opportunities for new adventure.

It is_not surprising that many thoughtful people manifest a mood
of uncertainty of mingled hope and nagging doubt, of familiar
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ways and cherished things slippintaway and unknown situations
dimly perceived, Never were the, wor . of Matthew Arnold mbre apt
than ;oday to describe man's plight: "Vv indering between two: worlds,
one dead, the other povverless to be bor ." This mood is expressed,
for instance,.in varibus desegiptions Of tly ties. Thus we -ead of
"the post-industrial age," the "post-coloni'al period" 'and "the post-
Christian age," tb name but a few, There is a uniquely acute, -aware:-
ness of transitoriness, of the fleeting moment of history, and there 1' \
is anxiety born of recent histbry and fearspf Ipsing previons gains.

'The opposite of this mood is that of aroused expectations of improved
living and the inherent frustrations of their ,Ipostponement. This is
manifest especially in the disenchantment Of youth in many countries

disillusionment with the established orier, whether it older so-
cieties where public or professional life falls far short of profesked
ethical or social ideals, or the indiffcrenc onie neW elites and
leaders in young ktates to the poverty anu ,y of fellow country-
men'. It is too early to perCeive the'perspectives of theseyoung people
when within another decade or twp they ,shoulder the.,respbnsibilities
of social advance. One can hope and believe that a large mea'sure of
their present tdcaltsin/realism will remain and shape their later life
int0 patterns better than those they inherited.

Instability atul uncertainty

Some features of the prescnt uncertain times are `.of speciat .

portance for those concerned with:the value dimen'sions of ,cultural
exchanges and programs..One is an element of unpredictability, .of
sudden improvisation in The temper.-.,and conditions of the rapid stream
of. events. A chief characieristiof the times is and will doubtless-
continue to be. the appearnnee bfasUdden seemingly illogical acts, of
"shoeks" of many. kinds: There will be: sudden sUrges fouvard and
abrupt gtops, or turnings towprd a presumed scetire. past. The en-
vironnient will resemble neither winter -when . Many living things
hibernate, nor summer when they flourish; rather, it will appear like
some nnd-season of mingled storMs and Ql.m, of chilling self-interest

.an51 warming initiatives of cooperation.

The dynamism which characterizes international political and eco-
nomic ,life is well known and .omnipresent. The nmin forces which
have a bearing upon human and social' values should be recalled.
They are: 1. The emerging internationaPcommunity; 2. The United

7
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'ITtions; 3. Nationalism; 4. The role of governments in cultural
exchanges; 5. Evolving aid and ,development programs. Brief com-

/ merit upon eaeh will indicate the momentum in human affairs which
helps to define the arena in which cultural relations must live and
work.

1. The emerging international community. The familiar power
struCtures which had endured for a century or more have dissolved,
and the,reeent bi-polar system-of the cold war period survives only
in its ruins and its legacy of suspicion and fea'n In place of the older
systems some new configuration of major powerful forces and num-
erous less powerful states and alliances is in process of formation. Its

4 shape and dynamism is the urgent concern of intellectuals and po-
litical leaders of all nations. The arrival in the international com-

/ munity of the neWer and younger states of Africa and the return to
wOrld international cirdles of.the People's Republic of China, as well
as the newly emergent roles of Arab anc1 other oil-producing coun-
tries, bring into the tOmmunity new perceptions of appropriate inter-
pational and intercultural behavior. No longer is it possible to proceed
on unquestioned assumptions of international relations developed
mainly by the West in.an earlier period and reflecting their interests
and assumptions of universality. The complex Web of changing inter-
national relationships is by no means to be cons*trued as merely a
threat to established patterns 'of behavior, bin rather, and more im-
portantly, as the emergence of new awareness of interdependenCe

, and dependencies which may be the-tasis for ti larger transnational
unity.'We shall return to this thought later. -

2. TheUnited Nations and its system-of related agencies continues
to play an essential and cOnstructiVe *role: Itr spite of -its inherent
limitation as a federation of national sovereignties and the consequent
inability, to exercise: a dominating political role in crisis situations,
there have been notable successes in peacekeeping as well as failures
when members withheld support. But its' greatest triumphs have been
in its myriad far-reaching programs in health, in education and cul-
ture, in food and agriculture, to name Mily the most conspiciious. The

; United Nations system, for all its shortcomings and- lintitations; is a
prominent and indispensable feature ofthe world's life today, and for
tomorrow. Everyone interested in or actively' engaged in pribgrams
'Of intercultural relations and; i particulara, concerned with value
issaes must welcome, on reflection, the existence of the United Na-

,
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tions and seek its strengtl ening rather than merely deploring its
weaknesses. Even when ne leeted, especially by -the great and pow-
erful, the agencies confirm to work their healing and creative pro-
grams- affecting the future well-being of peoples of many lands and
the sag unborn.

3. Nationalism is and ill continue to 'he a dynamic and powerful,
force -among the world'tt people. It has both positive and' negative'

. aspects. As nationhood it s a very deeply rooted reality in a people's
life. Beyond independonc it is today a' search for parity and esteeffi
among other peoples. F rthermore, it ..is .the_ focus of spiritual and .
ethical comnntment. It In olves,a,sense of uniqueness and' a,dynamic
group spirit. It may involve creative organization of many aspects of'
the life of its citizens. Thi is to say that the nation may nourish many
and diverse values' enricl ing the life of men and their societies. But
this, does not mean that such enrichmdnt will arrive automatically
with independence, rath r from commitment to humane' nds and
laborious 'steps toward tl em :

The chief negative. as sect of -nationalism is when it exaggerates'
scivefeignty and ,nses it to violate the sovercign rights of other peopiesr
.In this guise nationalis has been a destructive force leading to
violence, and war. While, on the one hand, we may hope.and believe
that the inteitnational c mmunity will be 'strengthened in various'
Ways, On, the, other hand, ational sovereignty will ccintinue to .bedevil
the society, of nations. Fo all considerations of the higher:values' to
which men commit them elves, this aspect .- of nationhood must be
curbed and held in restra nt while mcn conceive and build, a more

A .inclusive and effective wd Id society. For the near future, then, we
shall witness growth anddevelopment within many' individual nations,.
excesses of national sovereignty and, hopefully, increasingly effective
means for xestraining them.,

4. ',The role of governmei ts in cultural.ixchanges will undoubtedly
continue. This is true Of tl ose governnithts long engaged in such
activities through official or semi-official agencies, for instance 'the
French and British, and also-of countries which heretofore left suCh

. activities to private initiativesof citizen's, as the United States and the
iinrerations which have joine1 in such programs both .for the worth
of the activities themselves anc for their support of essential programs
of nation-building, and rnode nization. Cultural treaties 'and other
arrangements, many of which transCend ideological barriers, multiply
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exchange; programs. Thus, the opportimities for in,yrcultural com-
manication, of transnational scholarly work and cooperative modern-

2ization profitarrts have multiplied as never befo
Privately iiiiWted and adminiSteren-progr s in health and edu-

cation in aariculture art or literature are how inevitably a much
'smaller part of the total, activity. But they ha unique advantages,

f political crises,in freedom from much, even most, of the Pressur
tensions and rivalries. To be sure, they can be interrupted or ne-.

glccted, handicapped in various ways, byt they still haves their unique
vitality of freedom frOm dominant controlling political responsibilities.
Atlmittedly .gOvernment programs can make great 'contributions to
cultural programs, but they are easily corrupted. When programs are

f out-maneuvering political og-
limited only to those peoples held

ey involve values 'Which inevitably
I are of greatei human and social

initiated for the primary purpose
ponents, as during the cold war, or
to be dependable political allies, t
tend to distor other values whi
importance. rt will be insisted y' some that this is not so but the
evidehce "of such distortions ;and interference by' all parties to the
controntations of recent history is too obvibus and- toe-groat-to_be
casually dismissed. ;The effort to do SO only acknowledges their un-
desirable nature. 1

There is, moreover, a certain cynicism, especially among some
intellectuals, reflecting the fears and anxietieS of recent political

:rivalries and acknowledged surveillance activities. Cynical use of
cultural programs' as 'cover for espionage work and the occasional
clandestine participation of individual scholars or other workers is a
form of _treason against hUmanity, a betrayal of the ultimate' goal's' of
cultural cooperation. Emerging cultural relations will be compromised
again and again if and when governments fail to recognize the au-
tonomy attd integrity of educational, scientifia and cultural activities
as a true national self-interest and When individuals fail -to ,accept
responsibility, while engalzed in cultural exchange programs, for un-

- ambiguou& devotion to their own work, leaving other activities to
those- accepting other responsibilitie's. This is not to say that many
cultural communicators have violated their trust quite the contrary

but, rather, to urge a greater effort by all concerned to remove
this virus from the international blood stream.

In the future, two factors may help to mitigate these tendencies.
The active participation of more countries ,may provide some checks
and balances. More important, however, is the multiplieation of
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international channels for imp ementation of governmental cultural
plans. Programs Will better se ve the human and social goals of men
everywhere if more and mor governmental efforts ,are implemented
thfough international agencieA present oeyet to be arranged, such as,
for example, the World Bank and the United Nations Development
Rind. Thig is,'"perhaps, the principal way in which excesses !of'
natidnal self-interest and sovereigntY can be curbed and the higher
interests of nations brought into greater harmony with the interests
of humanity.

5. EVolving aid and development progams. As the industrially
.advariced countrics are learning to assist in ci-eating new conditions
and technologies appropr; ,te to emerging situkiOns, 'leadership in
developinc, soriot-- '

independence mrdqw responsible for early`r nation-building ac-

,,nere is a ":ir:11:(:: _woo ot leaders comi.t4:4 ui
scene in some countries. It succeeds the one Which won national

tivities; The new leader, so we are told, free from memories of the
struggle for freedoni and the impossible tasks of riation building in-
its earliest stages, is restless, frustrated with some, riew establishment
elites and freer to seek new models, to reformulate ialues fCir all the'
citizenry drawing upon both the world's store cif traditions and
modern scientific civilization. The issues 'and opportunities have been
described by ,Prem kirpal, an Indian historian, formerly Education
Secretary of the Government of India, long associated with UNESCo:

The faint surviving hope is in the possibility of making tfaditional
;Values(operational for the achievement of present tasks and fdr meeting
'the challenges of thc future. This is beyond the capacity of the elite.
: Too often in the developing world the ruling elitism maintains the old
f:colonial mentality and shows a singular' lack of dynamism and crea-
.tivity. The meaningless slogans and out-dated patterns that pass for
goals an6 plans are oft4n deriyed from the antiquated models and

situatielks of the western, world, having little relevance to the needs,
values and aspifations of the people who remain condemned to per-
sisting poverty aral ignorance. We need to reflect more on the nature
and potentialities of traditional values which have survived the,pas-

. sage of time ans.Lthe_piuning of history. Along with this we peed to
npike a deeper study of elitism which is, by_and large, a drag on
progress and development for improved quality of-life in the develop-

. ing countries.
Gradually, it is being aCcepted by a growing company of leaders

and scholars that eConomic development should no longer be accented ,
pc the sole of' primary goal of developMent. A 'lope arises th, it
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!.;

will soori its rightful place within the Whole inter ts of men and
,freiEeir soCieti s, biif it is',still little more than a hope preoccupation
.., . . ..

_with it ,Iyi k, ;esponse to urgent' problems and situations has obkured
the other ''vital hUman...interests andits myopic vision has re§tricted
fo esight and .planning for a more 'meanifigful life for peoples; in-
cl ding, it 'should hardly need saying, better living cenditiOns for

ose now living: Such preoccupation with economic and technolog-
al factors to the :eXclusion of other cOnsiderations is perceived,by
any among the poor, hungry and crowd ' ,rity ,'r mantiad as
atfacteristic , II, Appmet,

.
.

ialistic p, ,,.., 01 the ,, ,,,uy, 100, in some developing
eounfries the deleterfous effects of industrialization, 'when unrelated ,
'to the larger int6resk of society, are being recognized and the use
II I

'Of merely transferred technology or models of development elsiwhei-e
P

1 ar e called into settcs question. From this is born a fresh search for
apprUpriate techttologi wbeth,transferred when relevant\ or newly'
invented for unique situ ions and varying stages of develoPment.

.:Recently perceiVed threats to food supplies, cOncern with the human
'environment of air and wetter, with endemic hunger. and the\ popula-.. .

tion explosion 'nd, alsO, of limitations of natural resources bring
the problems.of both the indusirially advanced and those- less so into

; a quite new perspective.' EconomiC turmoil and confuSion is I at the
: heart of political instability. The perennial problems of internatioual

trad foreign investment and monetary policy are made more\ com- .
pl by the emergence of new forms of management, ,development

/and use of natural resources. Exploitive features of industrializatioh
..

of the past have become untenable and new forms of relationships
arc iii 'process of fotmation. It is still unclear when the unfamiliar
new forces Will becollie part of new institutional relationships 4er-
coming the initial any.' regrettable defensive and protective effOrts
of the heretofOre economically dominant and powerful. °I

v Part of the disenchantment with the deficiencies and 'failures of
many- developiiicilt programs is a growing awareness that aid prOc.

'1grams have 'eld a fallacY, an inherent hypocrisy., programs were
designed large y by standard&of western historical experience, notions,
of charity and, reform and always maintaining special-privilege with-
out raising questions of appropriate new relationships. Thus, there
was little fund mental dealing with situation& of poverty, ignorance \

anci ill health i any Niiay which might upset the deper iency relation- ,

ships of the pa t. Such relief_ efforts are now seen hs superficial and

2
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inherently sclf-serving and their contributions niggardly .compa'red to
the scope of the situ'itions requiring fundamental reordering.

Nm<cluestions of management, development and use of natural
'resources will require and perhaps tnsure more realistic and adequate,

ore and honest, assistance activities. A recent reorientation
fomulated in the Cocoyoc Declaration of the, U.N. ,

al Program and UNCTAD:
Our tirst concern is to redefine the whole purpose of development. -
This should not be to develop things, but to develop men.. Human
beings hatic basic needs: food, shelter, clothing, health, education.
Any prOcess of,growth that does not lead to, them, --- or, even worse;
disrupts them, is a travesty of the idea of development.

\Perhaps .more decisively, there is seeping into the consciousness of
vmore and more people among the well-off minority of the World an
.awareness that Well=being, "success," Which, thdughtlessly tiscs 80%
of the world's resburces while the majority go. hungry (and some are.
mentally and irreyersibly maimed by malnutrition) is dbhorrent, im- :-

moral and degrading for the -cOmfortable7and succes4u1, We begin
to reafize, perhaps though not,necessarily.too late,,th'at slinple charity
is not merely inadequate but:is,'in fact, sub-hun1n and self-defeating.
There is; however, deep in the nature of man,las we shall see, the
capacity to rise to a higher level of human relatiOnships.

Inteidependefthe opens. oppOrtunities

Among the elements of a new consciousness, are: 1. Concern- for
the_quality of the -biosphere: 2. A serfse of relatednesg'; 3. Trans,
national buSiness firms; 4. The scape,of responsibility;. 5. The plight
of affluence;-.6. New questions. and opportunities,

-

I. Thc quality of the biosphere was described by Margaret Mead

in these memorable lines:
So great has been the technical thrust or our science and energy, .ao
rapacious our consumption of unrenewahle resources, so rapid it4r
growth in numbers, so-heavy the load we place on our-life-supporting ,

systems that we begin to perceive the finite qualities of the biosphere
of soil, air and water . . . This is a revolution in thouglit fully
comparable to the Copernican Revolution.
The emerging sense of, solidarity is a basic ingredient in all steps

toward a more humane society. Gradually it has been seeping into
the human consciousness of %more and more people v,no can nevr
forget that ,startling photograph from space of 'the eL:th, blue and
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' beautiful, spinning alone . in the infinite , night, dnd that, as Adlai
Stevenkon said, 4..

Ve travel teether, passengers on a little spaceship, dependent on its
!ilnerable reserve of -air and soil; all cOmmitted for our safety on its

security and-peace; preserved from annihilatien only by the care, the
work, and the love we give our craft.

Deepening perception of this dependence will-include the too little
recognized oneness of-men and:nature that is men in, of and:as
a living part of natureand will, hopefully, gradually replace the view
of nature as inert, to be exploited by men for their material 'ends;
eYen though this view has been and iS supported. by Scripture alrid
long:established custern. Some cultures and .eivililations, .notably in.
Africa and- Asia, have not Atost this sense of belonging. Nor is it

entirel)i atisent frOm human experience elsewhere when men:have not
n misled by ephemeral comforts and'needless things flowing .frorn

ruildles'S exploitation of nature. This important awareness could, give
Meaning and direction to help correct pollution, Of, air and water,,
leading to efforts focussed prirntrily On understanding, And enhante-
thent of the biosphere itself. Perhaps modern men, western in par-
tictilar, who feel themselyes in an alien, hostile world of uncontrollable
forces and of annihilation in death, a world to be ubclued for' comfort
and profit, will once agMn find themselves at home as a living part
of nature and, losinn their aggressiVeness, refashion their ways. This
possibility is mentioned here in passing since its meaning will be
clear to those wh$ understand, and fuller exOnnation would require
too long a digression.

2. A §ense of relatedness. Interdependence; as,a primary condition,
as we have noted, is a f,:cus of much discussion of and reformulation
of goals and priorities. Though' not an entirely new condition, there
is today a greater degree of interdependence among peoples and
nations . from which there,is no escape, unless perhaps by' some tiny
isolated hermit kingdom. Arid United Nations Secretary"-EGeneral Kurt
Waldheim has reminded Us that an awareness of our interdependence
is needed for survival . But, surely, it ,is a deeper reading of the situ-
ation to recognize and speak of new forms of dependency. Is this not
the simple fact in regard to ,cnergy resources, for -instance, a de- .

,pendency with potential fbr ds yet undiscovere I forms of mutual
interest, cooperation and collaboration? A major feature of the newly
emerging situltion has been stated accurately and forcefully by the

2,1
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distingnished Canadian .leader of the. United Nations environmental
'' progrant, Maurice Strong:

:The larger self-interest of all nations/ today is inevitably Merged in
tile inescapable net or interdepend'encies that characterize the tech-
snologicar civilization . This requires a cooperative approach. -to
managing the,interacting relations between resources: their, develOp-
merit distri'.bution and use; technology its orientation an6 use; '.and
the Minimal need fhr sustaining life and protecting the environment
upon which that life depends . . . TheSe interlocking7:subjegta must
move to the top of the world's agenda for thoucht and action .

tallier industrial develop:ft-tents depended, Upon naturarresourcess
but this fact -was obscured, and overlooked, 157y -an independence, of
political and military dominance., A more:humane possibi,lity appear's
in the assertion of new governments and -older ones Of ...control._ OVer"
and' participation in the management cif the natural .reOurces, of

--their lands' and at the same time_ reCognition -of their continuing
depend'encelupdn tpe.technological competence of the:More advanced'
industrial PaTilliie's-M "Oldel:- forms of iriePendence slip away, in
spite of bold.-claims to their endurance, new forms of promising
miftual deperldency take shape. -In this perspective the essence 'of
thf matter is4 the choice of values 'by both producers and consumers,
a sharing of, iesources and competenCies in, a fresh synthesis.,This is
an unfamiliar diMension of -en-ierging relationships. The future need:.
not be some new" tyranny replacing earlier' dominations: The desirable
outcome depends,upon the' imagination, foresight anti cpllaboration of
men 'of different traditions sharing a new sense of sOlidarity 'and
finding their self-interest in a inutual'interest.

3. Transnational business firms. Another major factor in the un-
stable economic .litnation is the growing worldwide Concern over- the
massive power of the transnational -business firms:'Whatever their ,

home base, and mosf of them are located in the affluent world,, they
control a network of institutions in, many countries enabling them to
transfer goods, credit and funds and at times to escipe normal

.-taitalion or to provide cover ior intelligence Or espionage activities.°
Their might and the temptations to interfere in.internal affairs of
economically weak developing countrieS is feared by many intel-
lectuals and other leaders of those countries who maY, net understand-
clearly their .potential_ help in sepuring employment or export op-:
portunities. Recent piirchases in Americi and other countries by
Arabian and Japanese businessmen ,May tend tp arouse similar finis-

,givings. At-the same time, these neve dependencieS present'facets of -
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a 'developing One Work!. Their future role within the community of
nations raises numerous questions directly related to the concerns of
this paper. .

Beyond.the problems of their freedom 'tr.= national dontrols and
the probabilifY that some new fcirms of regulation will be devised
is the simple fact that thq ha-Ce a transnational character.,Iir this
Jespe,et..they resem6l& other activities, sitch as, for instance, that of
Scholarly associations and the'inajOr world religions. Is it not possible
that-this can be mannged in such a wax as 'to, Strengthen 'rather than
weak.cn,..a,gentiine world economy and the emerging international
cornmiulitY? If so, what revision of their roles, their goals and prior,-
-ities is essential and, possible? What 'is or mig,ht be theii social and
moral responSibility th the future.in relatiOn to the overarching inter.-
conneetd human 'problems?

Studies by the United Nations of the relation of the Multinational
Corpbrations to botti economic development nnd to international
'relation's may be. forward,lOoking. In 4.1,rcjioml, the Organization 'for
Eecinbmid Development and 'CoOperation' (OECD),i an agency of
the indtistrialiZed countries, has initiated its own inquiries. The In-.
ternatiotial'hamber of Commerce has,made a start, albeit a modetit
one, in seeking to develop a'."code of conduct which includes prin- ,
eiples for 'adaptation to the hest country's social and econ'omic goals
and condemnation of undeSirable behavior.

, .

4.. The-Scope of' responsibility. A' recent statement, `Iktiltinational
Firms: Responsibility,'' by'Emilio G.,(olladO, Executive Vice Presl-
dent_Of ExxOn Corporation; outlines', three' forms 'of responSibility.
'They are: ,frt, well Cohtliicted .business ,and production of quality'
product's which he chara.cterized as !!rnost-iMportant"..; SecOnd, indirect
impact consistent With n ational goalS environmental protection,
improvement 'of labcir'' skills and i-ednetion of social inequalitieS; and
third,.,efforts to enhance, the broad sbci0 environment ,such as

.Support for health and eduCation programs, comMunity developmot
'and national cultural -activities. His statement lacks illustrative data..

'Or ;evidence on 'the '--Second and tliird points., but does pose funda---
Mental value considerations. It also raises a basic question 'as 'to
;various levels of responsibility and'!hence in inihiguty ln the meaning

,

.6( the term:
Th`c responsibility to suppliers, Customers in- a competitive situation.,

to stockholders:and to employees represents normal self-interest, with
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piimary control by ecenornie factorS. That.is nianagement's respon-
sibility and he said it was the "most important." The history bf
industrial relations and the;.pressures for improvement of working
condition's demonstrate, however, 'that economic self-interest is no
guarantee, but rather that, typically, Corporations yield slowly and
reluctantly to pressures from employecor thc larger society.

In the Second, suggeStrett role of respotsibility, the vital questions
are how-are national goals,established and what part have the power-
ful international econotnic forces in shaping them through western
educated and oricptad elites hard-pressed ,to secure the wherewithal
for development? , Is this merely good public relations or undue,
influence9 cpStdning to the voices qf the new generation in their:

:criticism 'of such,elites, a main.i.herne is frequently that natiOnal goats
have, often; even tyPically, failed to include realisiic concern ,and
plans for the Masses of the agricultural populations. At least they are
conceived as postponed while industrialization Or GNP is advanced.
This raises questiohs to be referred to later; and primarily what new
goals and priorities eduld be adopted by transnational business firms
in suppOrt of;. or al lea4 of assi4ancse ir4,..pational planning for the
whole rnopulation of a country. Stich inquiry leads directly to the,

third'suggested, form:of responsibility; that is, efforts to enhance the
sociat environment, and beyond that, to enhance the broad social
advance orthe host countries. These end- related matters will be
discussed later.

What is the me lung of rtesponsibility? On the first level responsi-
bility is prudence fbr management and bUsiness sUrviVal anct'suceess.

;Orli tho secondresponsibility may be simply decent ,respect for the
laws Of host countries, a'form of self-interest, or it may in addition
include influence:. direct Or indirect, in formation of national goals
which may reflect special ratherthan long-term national interests.
But, there is anotherform obresponSibility of which one sees or hears
iittle' and it is that which goes beyond prudence and simple law

, observance, both of which zire in any case required. It' is vol-
untary acceptance of a measuro, of accountability for the broader
:Interests ofAhe society and Or the tt.nborn generations in short,
moral responsipility. If it is hereticaV,to.raise the question, and cyni-

.cism may assuredly ,,;off, still; as'Abraham.Lineoln said in another
tumultuous social time, "The dogmaS of the.quiet past are inadequate
tothe stormy present and aS our Case is new, so We.niust think and

27,
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act anew." We shall return to the subject of moral and social respon-
sibility in Chapter VI, Some Frontiers of Cultural Relations.

5. The plight of affluence. It is eaier for the less affluent
1

to ac-
cept the implications of the emerging relationships than for the strong
and affluent with their habits of independence and dominance and
the experience of power to enforce their will and advantage. One
thoughtful Asian intellectual commented: "The plight of affluence
is as serious as the Wretchedness of poverty and a kind of grim
reciprocity exists in the sharing of the difficulties and perils by all
the inhabitants of .spaceship carth." He went on to draw implications
for culthral relations as heretofore prpmoted. "We have to lift the
problem and the dialogue to that level in order to allay the suspicions
of the poor and the less powerful that educational and cultural ex-
changes are presented as palliatives or diversions from the central

,problem of, poverty and injustice," The required adjustmeut in the
thinking, life style and subsequent activity of the affluent is not
merely acceptance, reluctantly of a aew situation but a fundamental

, alteration in their attitudes, in perception of reality, and a new access
of sensitivity in human relationships. This requires pesource's
telligent restraint'. not easily come.by for the strong, fresh.insight into
the mutual advantages of altered relationships and perception of
worthwhile life, buf also patience and imagination to enier helpfully
into a cooperative restructuring of human relationships. The earnest
and devoted ichievement of this outlook and activity will claim the
commitmeat' of some and should claim the primary and continuing
attention of all concerned. The discovery and realization of the satis-
faction of the mutual interests of all will require a quantum leap in
the use of the human resources of the mind,' imagination and spirit.

6, New questions and opporttinities. Crugial questions clamor for
candid and deciive answers and appropriatc response, questions at
the heart of Mounting issues between the rich and pooir, peoples of
the world; Among thege are: How ,ecan vast-accumulations, of eco-
nomic power be harnessed to realistic tasks of the simpler, initial and
early -stnes of advance of agricultural, eco s ic and social change
in traditional agricultural societies? Ho the illusions of the
"rainbow-pot-of-gold" promise of affluene spelled? By what
concerted processes of forwardplanning and j int program can the
fact arid threat of hunger be eliminated? Whaf restraint, if any, can
be exercised upon seemingly uncontrolled forces of economic growth

4
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in the affluent world, or on the contrary, ff recent growth patterns
have already declined decisively: what means have'we to secure new
and more relevant production patterns and a more equitable distri-
bution of the fruits of industry ainong the poor of this world? What
reoriemation of international and .intercultural structures tan be
devised to mobilize and redirect thc energies of people and societies,.
and so realize true interdependence? What means are available to
nations, and to the international commutikr, to develoR more ap-
propriate models for social advance toward a more meaningful life
for all concerned? This is a part of the agenda of emerging cultural
relations.

'Richard N. Gardber, reporting On an international conference on
the World Food'and Encrgy Crisis, has rMsed the fundamental ques-
tion of how to secure a new level of statesmanship able to produce
a "mutu-al survival ,pect among" the developed and the developing
countries."

To begin with, we need to educate'governments and citizens around
the-world in the moral, economic, and political implications of inter-
dependence. We need a systematic effort to bring together the "prac-'
titioners" and the ,"humanists" in the search for solutions, combining
the skills of the ,politicians, diplomats, lawyers, economists, business
men and scientists, ,who."run the world" with the" wisdom of the phi-
lOsophersehistorians, artists, and,religious leaders who shape its basic
values. Private organizations . are already committed to the search
for "hurnanistic valu9s for an age of scarcity." The development of
their programs on, a truly, global b"asis would promote more humane

'and rational decision-making, teaching us how to reconcile such goals
as individual self-realization, social' justice, and species survival.

The widening acceptance aniong scholars and social planners of
,an emerging fabric Of common life -and interest opens avenues for

fruitful contact and cooperative ventures hitherto unknown.
The flow of on-the-spot news reports by press,and radio.and vivid ,

immediate/ viewing of events,half a world away is not shared evenly
about the world. Its impact, can be seen and its pOssible -ultimate
cOnsequences gauged when one recalls the daily, even hourly,.flow
into homes'..of both sports and governmental drama, and in the mix
of natural disasters, borrOr, yiolence 'and inhumanity of man to man,
ofttiriies direct from the battlefields and, of course, occasional acts of
heroism. But what will be the Myriad effects of this flowing stream
upon the thinking and activity of the rifen and women,.boys and girlg
who experience it, who in this impersonal and non-participatory
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manner witness far-away events of the day? The training and nurture
of thought and personalities that is going on through these media
will inevitably influence public policy and international ,relationships
'hut how? Prominent among responses will be those involving some
acquaintance with other cultures than one's own. What' will be the
effect of recognition beneath differences of a common humanity?
How far will the solvent of even fragmentary information and knowl-
edge affect the inherited parochial outlooks ethnic, ideological,
tribal or religious? The fact argues both for improvement in the
programs and also a rapid expansion of such opportunities throughout
the hitman family. This deliberate use of communication technical
capacity for the social purposes of education,at the primary and adult
levels is one of the most neglected but urgent opportunities for int-
proved cultural relations.

The perception of cultural pluralism takes on new meaning today
in(the setting of growing interdependence and multiplying and ac-
knbwledged dependencies. This has been forcefully argued by the
distinguished Kenyan scholar and writer Ali A. Mazrui: ``Human
beings can never develop enough consensus for major world reforms
unless 'they develop a substantial area of shared values, combined
with parity of esteem among cultures." These ideas are more fully
developed in his book, A Work(Federation of Cultures: An African
Perspective.

From culture contact and mutual cooperation come enrichment
of knowledge and life that increases the sense of human solidarity.
The enrichment comes through the sharing of the treasures of differ-
ing cultural histories and experiences, thought and creation, from
appreciation of the quality as well as the limitations of one's own
background, and from the stimulus to fuller achievenient of human .
aspirations and fulfillment of life. An important aspect of such fruitful
contact at the present time is widening acquaintance with the 7ex-
perience of the People's Republic of China in "propelling change,'
by the use and furthering of modern knowledge and 'technologies
through th.orthodbx Methods of self-sufficiency, and ior the whole
citizenry. Where the several efforts .in industry, in health and in
education will lead eyentually is less important avtbis stage than that
we all learn, .as Some haVe done,.to observe and understand.

Continuing, and accelerating increase in knowledge is a cultural
fact of incalculable impact and significance. Reference was made to
John Wheeler's speculation about the relationship of new concepts
in astro-physics and the meaning of human life and mind. Equally,
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far-reaching, and perhaps with more immediate impact upon society
as we know it, is the spectacular advance in the biological sciences,
especially in genetics and the control of genes. Scholars engaged in
this enterprise are those most' acutely aware of a whole range of new
issues of a social, legal and moral nature. All of these issues in-
timately involve value questions, of selective goals and priOrities for
society, of choice among views of the nature of man and of the
appropriate outlook upon mankind today and tomorrow.

It remains to be seen to what extent the new knowledge will be
devoted to human and social goals ,or, on the contrary, be used .for
the political or economic advantage of individuals or groups
companies, classes or nations. The knowledge results mainly from
recent devotion to ratiOnality. The awesome new problems for man
and his society 'arising-from fresh understanding of aspects of the
universe and of the organic world of living things require for their
investigation a vast infusion of equal emphasis upon the imaginative
to complete effective activity of "man, thinking." Otherwise there is
the °danger, even likelihood, of irreparable damage to man and his
future from neglect of an aspect of the creative life of men. If there
is to be any future worth having, not some limitecl meager survival,'
it will be because men have learned to control technolOgy, to use
technical skills for human ends a fact now More widely recognized
by scientists and other scholars .

in sketching some of the pronlinent features of these turbulent,
unstable and unpredictable times, we have seen that they offer op-
portunities for restructuring human relationships. The decisive aspect
of the situation is the implicit conflict of values and choices which
will shape the reformulation of the goals and priorities of the near
ifuture .Therefore, before considering specific activities, we must say
something about what constitutes a meaningftil life and the necessity
for a new humanism.



III. What is A Meanin
Life TodaY?

Let it be admitted that the world's problems are 'litany and
wearing and that the whirlpool runs fast. If we are to build

. a stable cultural structure above that..which threatens to
elgulf us.by changing our lives more.,rapidly than we can
adjust ohr habits, it will only be by flinging Dyer the present
torrent a structure aS taut anclasilexible. as a spider's Web,
a human society deeply self-conscious and undeceived by
the waters that race beneath it, a society more lherate,
more appreciative of human worth thah any society ,that
has previously existed. 'That is the sole prescription,,; not

, for survival which is meaningless but 'for a society
worthy .to survive.

° Loren Eiseley, Literary naturalist,
Professor of Anthropology and History of Science

The quality of life

Recent concern for "quality rof life" is ,a welcome; 'though too
often ambiguous, recognition of the deeper` and more significant

aspects of life that is, life beyond mere .physical, survival and
unending grinding poverty, and beyond the dluttered existence of the
economically affluent. As the term appears with increasing frequency

in discussion of international and intercultural affairs, it is a new
formulation of the perennial que4t for the good life. It is well to reflect

upon the words of one observer that there is no such thing as the
good life, but only good persons. It exists in individual lives -as
incarnate4 values, as chosen priorities, as perspective and integrity,
and as such it is a waY of living. It stands in bold contrast to the,
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obtuse it3ra1 ense and the .cynicism which characterize much of
public and private life today. The "unconcern"! manifest so openly
among the educated in politics, in busineas and the professions is
after all a corruption of fellow human beffigs, 'who are not merely
inadequate but who have become the embodirient oT evil of their
own choices. Even so, there is among many th ughtful people, and
especially among the young, the beginning of what may become a
radical critical reexa;nination of accepted w ys of life and their
reformulation.

The recurrent theme of "quality of life' is sometimes mentioned
almost, casually, and added as a sort of afte hought at the end of
a sentence. Sometimes, too, it is dismissed s a° topic ,fit only for
poets and lovers, or as sentiment or sdntime tality. But the striking
fact-is that scholars, development planners nd political leaders use
the term more and more with an accent of reat urgency. Occasion-
ally, the term is examined and interpreted t invokes standards and
systems of value, comparing and contrastin them in a new pluralistic
cultural context, seeking worrhy goals for contemporary living. In
a generalized sense it means attention to ll the more than .material
aspects of life, a protest against the estern preoccupation With
economic development as a chief priorit which postpones until later
or neglects altogether the other sugnifi ant aspects of life. Iv is; in
short, "more appreciative of human w rth" and so, however fragile

, "'in the midst of contending forces in society, evidence of what could
be.

One of the really great achievem ts of the past few decades vias
the preparation of the Universal D eclaration of Human Rights by
the United Nations. It resulted f rn the Charter's avowed faith in
fundamental human rights to b defined later and its- clear stand
against discrimination on groun s of race, sex, language or religion.
This worldWide official docum t, without means of implementation, .

reaffirms the traditional polit' al ,and civil rights and freedom of its
members and, in addition,' conomic, social and cultural rights. It .-

has been used as a yardsti by the United Nations and many other
intergovern ri erttal agenci and conferences and by individual gov-
ernments t has also p rmeated,into international conventions., leg-
islation and national c nstitutions.

1

Observance of the e principles and steps toward the g r: ,-,Is accepted
define problems of an acute nature for all. eftese are .maps most

I

I

1 .----1
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acute for the young develoVg nations when they have a legacy of
inertia, of povefty and disease, of illiteracy and ignorance, In such
circumstances, the rights of individuals and groups are often in cdn-

iflict with the power of the state deemed essential to secure accelera ed
advances in health, 'housing and education. -Even so, it is the f rst -
world-wide official document of its kind and it provides guidelines to
the quality of a life worth living. It is a substantial beginning. -The
international communiv and its members now have a focus of refer-
ence for appraising actions and proposals for further organization -
and common work. Seen in the darkness or half light of the strife and
confrontations of history, the frustrations of the weak, the violence
and horror engendered by ideological or sovereignty exaggerdtions,fit is perhaps.small wonder that nations have been slow to appro e and
adopt what 'is, after all, an implicitly binding standard of cOn uct.

Emphasis upon achievement of a higher qtiality life appears in
various levels and three% of them are of particular interest to 4is here.
The first is the now familiar.Principles of'the Stockholm Conference
on the Environment: "Man has the fundamental right to freedom,
equality and adequate conditions of life in an environment of a quality
that permits a life Of 'dignity and *ell-being." The latter terms have
a simplicity and clarity and also a universal human meaning. It is
uncomplicated by some implied reference to the more developed. -

The second is the oft-repeated, stubborn and inescapable question
of a distinguished Indonesian scholar-diplomat, Soedjatmoko: "What
is a meaningful life for the majority of mankind who for the indefinite
future must live within an annual income of from $100 tb $200?"
This urgent inqUiry puts into sharp focus universal ,aspects of the

.1

present situation. It also avoids grandiose assumptions of progress,
sometimes based upon adoption of urban standards by indigenous
elites indifferent to or helpless to uKkly assist their own masses, We

- have already commented on the c relative questions of a meaning-
_

ful life for the affluent.
1 _I

A thirds emphasis is that of the disenchanted youth of many,
countries, especially the more affluent, who "haw. Iliad everything"

:omforts. goods; education =-- all with little or ila effort on their
ar :. and who find this 'easy, cluttered and harried life to be empty

of meaning When this anomie is sharpen cl by observation of the
wide disparity between the ideals profes4l by their elders and the .
world of m erialism they have been giVen there is,thv motivation of

#
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revolt, of wandering, and for some a serious search for a life of
meaning and worth. This underlines the statement of the Indian --
educator quoted earlier when he said: "The plight of affl...ence is as
serious as the wietchedness of poverty and a kind of grim reciprocit:
exists in the sharing of the difficulties and perils."

Thus, the quest for a more meaningful life goes cm, in international
and national efforts to find solutions to the many and interrelated
problems of environmental improvement; in efforts in and among
the developing countries to find more adequate patterns of dignity
and simple Well-being for all the citizenry; and in individual search
for new life styles or social commitment. these aie the (work of
pioneers of our time cOmmitted to a life of endless toil, frustration'
a:nd success, confident in the resources of human beings to make
progress toward a distant goal.

Today, refinement of the realizable meaningful-life is the task of
pbilosophers, scientists, prophets and poets, as in the past, but also
Of political leaders and social planners. Some will contribute by re-
study, especially comparative study, of the systems of,values and the
ethical, standards which have'been formulated by men Of other fimes.
An even more urgent task is for all concerned to observe the manner
of life of men in the different situations of contemporary life, and their
dependency for whatever quality of life they have on fellow men,
often far away. The observation should focus primarily upon the
degree to which human dignity and welfare, are denied or enhanced.
Apart from a broad human standpoint, political ,and economic ar-
rangements will be devoted to some Dhase of survival an: ,a be mean-
ingless. In a broad perspective a meaningful life can be defined _Ind
arra: 'or ,farmers in Africa and Asia, for herdsmen in Arab
other for industrial workers and for service workers of u-ca.
and suburban communities. For each of them what, is meanin=_.
really significant, and what stepS can be taken to assure it?`

Rethinking the goals of social planning

These conderns with the good life he given rise to varyin_
.1"_n general, the-: 'oegir with the :.ssu_aption :hat _

mcnt el Is of the pas: decade or so h.7.-e been
with iddustrialization and onsumerism, g.":135

pro d national -economic progress Systematic effc7ts t

gbzL 5ocial planning and development may be illu---zrate_

4-3
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writings of three men leen from a wide company. Those chosen
for this purpose are an Indian philosopher, an American researcher
and,an Argentinian scholar.

For Professor S. H. Vatsayan all thought about a life of quality
depends upon an overview. Thus it depends upon the material en-
vironment, upon social relationships and/or upon the system or.sys-
tents of value, He recognizes the relations of systems and institutions.
It is in "the liv-arg out" of values that -their quality consists. There-
fore attention focuses upon the individual and the community, upbn
the human and social. He writes:

The quality of life of the individual and the community depends on
the m teriai ,:-vironment, sucial relationship, the system(s) of value
and th attitucn:s of the individual and community toward these. The
efforts made ny individuals or communities to alter any or all .of
these a e conditioned by their attitudes. They in turn affect the quality
Of the ife achieved by the individuals and communities.

-
From this e derives a list of questions such as: Is a certain mini-
munir level of material necessar, to enable men to consciously
live out their vaiues? Can a ne'.v hierarchy of values be achieved in
the present circumstance, and cf what would it consist?

An ethical Concept "-a the theory of development" is presented by
Dennis Gpulet his book The Cruel Choice. His list of prickrities
and_goals for individuals are: 1. life sustenance needs 2 human
expressions and creativity, and 3.. luxury goods. He emphasizes the
need to create a sense of world solidarity tvilhont dominance, of
fostering Cultural diversity, ecologiCa 'health. And he adds a o an
assertion of human freedom "in the face of determinism genet ed
bY, the scientific' and 'technological.. processes." This *leads him
speculate about procedure,- to inducc value change and a "new
pedagogy of Values in d pi g countries." Thus, the main thrust is
theoretical with little or the concrete life of Men in evidence. It is;
as Paul HOffman pointed out in an Introduction, an important initial
effort to Iraise ethical questions and to reflect ,,irpon a thewry of de-
velopmeM.

In his essay report `S)n Satisfaction of Human Aspirations as
the DevelOpmetr Obieetive. Carlos Alberto Mailman. Director of

Fundacion Bariloche rgnt ia '-as made a notable contribu-
tion to thought about human an: oci.: understanding and progress..
Whereas study and s-:egulat:on )ut future of economic growth.
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and increase in gross national product is the primary objective- of
development,programs in many countries, it is only "one of the inputs
required fo satisfy the needs of human beings." Therefore, "It is es-
sential to return to concentrating development upon satisfaction of
the overall 'needs of human beings." The, comprehensive analysis of
his paper can be summarized briefly, though inadequately. Needs
arc classified as personal and interpersonal. The former are further
classified into (1) material, both phYsiological (such as breathing,
eating, shelter and the like) and protective (hearth and related health
care); (2) spiritual, formative (as education and training) and trans- ,
cendent (as believing and giving meaning to one's existence); and
(3) recreational, both material and spiritual. "We classify interper-
sonal needs (of being) into those of self-realization, which we divide,
into love and participation." Aspirations, the concrete vonys in which
satisfactions are sought, are eSsentially insatiable "because when one
aspir qion is fulfilled, it is replaced by another, which initiates a new
cycle, and so on indefinitely:" Therefore stress is placed upon af-
firming that "what should be 'sought in' a social group is for its mem%
bers, to be permanently in'` the process of self-achievement, rather
than being ,well or having . . . We wish tThstress the.-faot'"
that aspirations pursued are- those determined by the individual him-
self, in aCcordance with his own system of values and his free and
independent (autonoinous) decisions."

This neeessarily requires equal access to the goods and services
to develop physically andirentally, and so "only under these

zonditions \ (just distribution of all products and inputs) can it be
said that gl those who have reached their, majority are permanently
in the process of self-achievement, i.e., by Means of their activities,
satisfying in a socially just way their successiVe peisp and inter-
personal aspirations. This is the quality of life that e set forth as

ideal or objecti--e to be .attained b all_of mankind."
It. -ne)

-..talization of a more meaningful life 'fth men the hUngry,
mreatened majority, the .disenchanted youth of many lands,

and poor, the restlesS and indifferent affluent of the "ad-
, industrial world begins with a fundamental reorientation

Itiook such aS found in the Cocoyoc Declaration referred to
z _ This means to think and plan beyond property and magrial

beyond experienced industrialization, beyoni mindless pro-
L.:ration cif techniques and technologies. These things gain whatever
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worth or value they have when in fact and demonstratiVely they serve
a human goal. The tasks are to find satisfaction of autonomous in-
dividual goals in the vital web of social relationships. It is, an ideal,
if you will, a goal, It is, however, the only real world in whiCh sig-
nificant priorities for individual and social action can be chosen and
pursued. .

_ .
Three crucial guidelines

. First, the search for justice in human rights. The tragic economic
discrepancies within the human family now become an inescapable
global situation. Increasingly they are viewed not as in the past,
merely as stark tragedies, but rather as conditions maintained by in-
justices in the trading system and,the apparent "inability of the .aid-
philosophies and mechanisms to compensate for these injustices." i
The concept of our concern for justice is a meager, anemic thing un-
less it seeks realization in fulfillment of the aspirations and needs of
.the pobr of the world. Social, or should We say human, responsibility
in the global situation lies beyond the legalities of the trading, mone-
tary and investment arrangements established and maintained by the
economically strong. It is. realized as a moral reality in and through
justice newly interpreted by /pose directlY concerned M terms of both
;-_-_ts and goods. The rights'are both moral and pragmatic.

,

AmOng the baffling human rights issues are: How to devise and
administer aid policies that reduce the 4angers of interference in in-
ternal affairs? How to secure the releas of political prisoners'? 1-iw
to control immigration in relation to varying conditions of vast -2..n-
employment and of labor shortages and opportunities across regierr
and areas? .And, how do these issues relate to a more rapid advanz...
of social and national development'?

Second, justice in 1 the production and distribution of goods nov
'becomes a central moral issue. The capacity of modern industr.:...
skill and technological virtuosity seems endless, but to what enus
does it exist? Surely, it; is monl obtuseness which values military
hardware, and an endless stream of unneeded and frivolpus civilian
products, above the simple primary nutritional and health needs,of
the deprived peoples. BY what arrangements can industrial and tech-
nological capacities be redirected and magnified to supply basic
human need§? How can the desirable distribution of goods, such as
food and energy, be arranged so hs to asture a more equitable sharing---,
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without at the same time depriving the minorities, now af tient, of
essential goods and services? What portion of research and develop-
ment thinking should be devoted to these fundamental and frontier

°considerations? Failure to achieve substantial progregs along these
almost inevitably delay or threaten the achievement of an

impreved, international order. Also, the growing sense ,of human
solidarity tempered by keen 41teness Of historical processes and sup-
pOrted by`fOrmal and inforibil norijgovernmental international link-
ages can go far to ameliorate the ugly situations now emerging in
unrelieved frustrations.

Turning thingiabeut front primary concern with production to the
more basic related problem of distribuiion has a new releiranCe. It
focuses upon what man can himself control in contrast to resources,
as John Stuart Mill pointed out: the recent beginning,Of .a shift in
thinking about ownership, control and use of natural resOurces may
s6ive to lift the debate about production and distribUtton to a higher
level. Justice for tomorrow can mean a-just sharing of both natural

resources and the prOducts of their use. Seeing them together is to
become aware of ple possibilities for g more ample achievement
of cooperation., by and.among men. Here lies the field'where mutual'
human-interests supplant rnyOpic efforts for political or' business sur-,
vival.

This way of thinking- is not entirely new although it is an idea
whose time may at Jast have come. It waS several years ago that a
Swedish economist, Gannar Adler-Karlsson, made the following pr.:
posal US a conference in Iran:

The realistic alternative to that long-disebssed one per cent (of na-
tional income for aid programs) would be that the rich nations should
decide to be content, with a given material standard of livingo decide
to continue to work as before, but to forgo increases over an agreed,
upon standard . . . aka decide that the increased productivity °and
economic growth should be exported to the underdevelopeJ nations,

r not as profitable loans, but as outright gifts.
Sucti thouzhts, dismissed casually as utopian and inconsequential by
those toO 'busy or fearful/ to contemplate the alternatives, Were de-
fended by the speaker as the, best of realism a realism, that is,
which, if and when realized could lead to- a deent equality athong
human beings. , He estimated that there mightibe a generation in
which to work out the political ,,arrangements. He argued that it

0 9
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would...Sublimate Material aggrandizement and might be expected
claim .the active.support of many impatient youtli.

So swift .cs the stream.of world- life tbday that tht3se 4ughts pre--
-'sented to a meetin ' in Iran as(ecently as 1969 on "The Third World

in the Year 1000; are now sUperseded by urgent planning such as
-4P that for the Unit, d . Nations Conference on "Population, Resources

'

and the Environment," and the work- that is expected to folloWit,.
An-urgent likipeal wag issued in advance Of the Conference by....atiiiii7-.:.
ternational groupof eminent sCientists. Yhey put a simple and'crlidiaf;*
question to everydneespecially to the developed world: "What kind
of world do you want?" In summary they challenge:-

Whatoitind of world.do you,. Want: one in which the rich'one-third of
mankind keeps.having a richer, higher !iv* standard, using the lion's
share of the world's resources, including and, more and more
energy with more arid more dangerous polhition 'to its own.-environ-
ment, while the poor two-thirds grows poorer, hungrier, thirstier and

*full of-resentment whieh is the world we now have? Or, a world
in which the industrialized' countries at least make an attenlit at
producing fewer luxuries for the rich and more of life's basic neces-
sities for the poor? Are you willing to discourage the production of
yo-yos, false eyelashes, water skis, popcorn, private airplanes, racing
boats and friSbees until everyone on -earth has two glasses of water,
2000 calories a day and a rudimentary roof over his head? ,/

The full repart presented to the 1974 conference is intended-for a
, much wider ..audience as well. It is a thoughtful, 'poised response of'

renowned- scientists to the undeniable charge of "niggardly aid" and
the "Pickle of productivity" of recent "aid" programs.

Thltd, economic justice and the continuing need for "Aid" ,- as-.
sistance responsive to urgent needs and newly perc yed human and
sociarrelationships. To Ernst Michanek, presidpn .Lof the Swedish;

.International Development .Authority, 'econoMic %sit& means aid;,'
He obseryes that "the haves and have-nots suddenly appear td have
changed places to Rime degree." Fr.om the mutual dependency of
producers and` consimers is 'coming a two-way flOw of inyestment,s,

4'...-.Already he finds an abandonment of tAke concept of econoi growth
"as'the sole target of development." FinanCial -transfers lfom rich to

.-4 poor nations are a means of develpment aid which'as come to
stay.'

7

, Hopeful signs of more just aid relationships include taxation Or
taxation-like systeMs; incdme-related assessDents*for humanitarian or

:
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paler welfare purposes aruPthe United Nations target of.O.,7 per cent
of-gross national-product: -All point tothe possibilitg in. the hot dis-, . ,

tant -future qf some .global arrangenit'ints along theSe lines: And so
he ebbeluddst.a brief:revie4i4 these matterS: "When aid.reladonships ,

?are based more on 'confidence than 'control, aid itself .may develop
frOrn .thodole.systthn' imd into some form of global financing based
upon assessment.0Ahother hopeful .sigh is the evidence of "self-re-
fiance" in sorne countrid's reflected 'in mord 'discriminating requests ,
for and 'tiSe of ",expertS." Tlitts'4, a growin,g sense` bf equality i4 to be
-weleomed,',although it nizty exact unfandliar costs: 8o it may belhat
the -1974 United Nations cOnferences .11pon population's, on food, on

. ..,
...\. the law of the Seas and the GATT may provkle new approaches to
' prOplems of thp rich 'and poor alike and point out steps' toward the

desirable' goals Of ihunantcial and economic justice.

These and 'related, guidelines, Of interest' and concern for all as-
_peas Of inteviational life, have special and immediately ,televant °

meaning for those who phn and administer the whole 'fabria or edu,:
,

, 1 cational, seientific Imd cultural cooperation. Thi's is aPparent if we
por a few questions: Does .n .particular program support and Vstain

4 the preViotisly ,perceived mitionallnterests of a particular country or
is it beink re,structured to reflect,, inkldition, an' interest in the tdri-

. cerns of 'mankind..as a.whole? Does the activity transferof know-
how, of experienee, of knowledge ',---- in.fact sustain And siipport, that
is pi-otect, the, dominance' of :the industrialized peoples and so necesj
sully the econornic dependency of the poor'? Or on the contrary, .

does it find new' working styles of life in which planning and man-
agementtrainiag of skilled workers and the like become an actual

' realization of 'equhlity and juStice? To what extene.do the older and *
thP newer institutions of Klarning,.of science and of" technology em-
body equality of effective participation of, all.. oncerned in designing

,

and irt ,marthgement of development programs.
.,

The realiiation of a g6od life Of quality in a more Inst Society, far
from being a "mere uiopia," is an urgent agenda Of practical taskS
of rsstructuring huinan institutions and arrangements by, mutual en-

*eavors of many kinds . if one listens only to the "still sad masie of
umanity," one may tend to dspair of men .and tlwir capacities; but

, if .one listens to voicespike thoe....quoted above, one 'cannot escape a
.

lively. hope. And so, ,.,we turn to another goal, the fundamental re-
: covliy, reformulation and realiz: don of a htiMane outlook.



IV. The Source of
Meaniitgful Living
A Humane Outlook

Gradually entering into the world,s'' consciousness like "a:
silent and rising tide, within the human :imagination are
those pictures taken by earth-Men front inter-stellar. space
showing ourplaneG full of light, hanging small, fragile and
vulnerable'vingle and altine in the cold with a veness,
a unity that suddenly takes eti,a new Meaning.

Lester Pearson

.Toward a more humane outlook

Pathways toward a. more meaningful life in tne myriad. circum-
stances of the day result from human acceptanee and choiee of dis-
tant goals, and the selection of Priorities from time to time which show
the next steps forikard. But these decisions depend upon a humane
outlook. Continuation of the human adventure has a new meaning as
Lester. Peaison pointed out. It is an enhancement of consciousness
by men's imagination resulting from a fresh awareness, from tiew
experience and knowledge 'This perception of the human situation
defines the nature and seppe of the multitude of tasks of.an essentially
new adventure.

Gradually those concerned with forwtV planning whether their
concern focuses tfpon preservatOn of theenVironment or upon nation=
building hs ,society building, or on the interrelated problems of food
and energy, or 'population l'ecognize that the effort can only be sus-
tained'pd brought to fruition by a deeply human concern. This, is
reflected in the increasing usc, of the Word humanism, a term, how-
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ever; of limited utility unless qualified in international cultural- dis-
course. The term by itself inevitably recalls some particular ethno-
centric movement of the past and suggests recovery of its influence.
Thus, for manniiliar with European history it means simply the
Renaissance in its Florentine flowering. For others in some Asian
countries and those familiar with them, it recalls the social and ethical
flowering that goes by the name of Confncianism among the Chinese
people. Others may think of the Periclean Age, or the modern ra-
tional/scientific age. Because each of these is a specific reality and
time-bbund, the term humanism, unless qualified, is inadequate to
express the contemporary concern. Furthermore, some references
like that to Confucianism are controversial, symbolizing a social
bondage to be escaped on the way to a more meaningful life of all
the citizens of China. Other objections to the term humanism re-
strict the utility, unless brie qualifies it in such a way as to speak of
a "new humanism." Its essence is an outlook which is humane.'

This word is, of course, a variant of the word human. The latter
refers to all tht good and the bad in man and his societies. Humane
has come to designate the nobler aspects of man and his relation-

' ships. It is thus appropriate as the outlook upon the essential choices
of goals and priorities. It is, the essence of the values, the creative
capacity of reason and imagiu4Vion which are the source of hope for
realization of the goals with whrh we are concerned.

This outlook encompasses the whole .h.gtnan situation, all people
North and South as well as East and West. -No particular cultural
outlook can claim to be universal or immutable, be,the claim that of
antiquity and continuity, or Of doctrine and dogma. The growing
sense of solidarity is concerned with lasting values such as, for in-
stance, community or society as the natural habitat for :people, or the
dignity and worth of the individual and the human capacity by reason,
imagination and commitment to fashion a more humane future.

It is .an outlook which, moreover, regards the whole person as
central to all else, that is his biological, psychological, rational, moral
and spiritual nature. It emphasizes the common and universal aspects
of nkan's life and hopes, his socialsneeds and aspiiation. When it
flourishes, that humane outlook issues in goodwill, sympathy and un-
derstanding which arises from mutual este= and'respect. This is the
basis and the guarantee of cooperative endeavors which will replace
the fact or even,the appearance of domination, as of paterrialisim the

4 3
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chief handicaps of the strong in any age and most of all in our own.
Thus, it is the outlook in which nothing human is excluded. It holds
the great promise of mutually beneficial activities in the whole span'
of educational,,scientific and cultural work. It is spacious and ample,
incorporating, but not mited to, the revival of classical letters and
recovery or revitalization of living eleMents of all cultural traditions.
At the same time ,it gives full recognition to man's capacity to 'reason
and to imagine, that is, to "Man thinking." And, need it be said, it
includes scientific inquiry and discovery and the fashioning of tools
for that work or technologies appropriate to significant living for
mankind. As such an outlook is essential to the well-being of 1=6
and their societies, so it becomes a matter of the greatest urgency
and import to nourish the outlook and the commitments it requires.

The prospect is brightening for the flowering of a new hwnanism.
It can be furthered by the developing "art of communication" used
for the benefit of humanity. It will incorporate the "continuity of
worth" of the major cultural traditions and civilizations, together with
the values of scientific inquiry and human technology. It will trans-

. cegd the lingering controversial dilemma of tradition versus modernity,
the strident claims of some for modernity to supplant the old as
primitive or siiperstitious. It is not a question of either/or, but is the
emergence of a new and more widely shared value system which will
have variouS expressions. It Will be an indigenous grbwth from the
nature of man and from culture. Science will penetrate but -not sup-
plant it, and thus be better known in its greatness as an inherent and.
crucial aspect of the human advance, rather than int an isolated au-
tonomy. There are many voices being raised to remind us that the
new h'umanism\ now coming .into being includes a moral fibre of
values appropriate to the needs and opportunities of the time. The
alarming decline vf a moral sense in many place , high and low, and
in different cultural contexts, itself gencrates a ekned concern for
file nobler values df which nlen have proved ca again and again.

A hwnane view ofhe nature of man

Manifestly a hum, ne outlook requires sustained faith in the whole
man;the full person., recoiiizeshis physical. nature, his intellectual
capacity, his Ada competencies, his moral, aesthetic, and spiritual
nature..It appears thá t. many find it difficult to maintain that faith.
Man's continuing inhunrity to fellowman, his ruthless confrontation
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of ideologies, his inability or unwillintess to curb terrorism lest such
efforts seem to deny to others the rights to seek freedotn and, redress
of ancient wrongs all these aspects of man's activities are dinned
intofour consciousness constantly. Is it any wonder, thcn, that the evil
of his conduct obscures his nobler achievements and handicaps his
moral advance!

No one will deny the sad and melancholy history of man's treat-
ment of his fellows, hi5 inhumanity and folly. The Wasteland is all
too present to be avoided. Nor should it be overlooked or neglected.
But, concentration upon evil distorts history, falsifies the )nherent na-
tUre of man and ofttn blocks the path to a more humane future. Loss
of the broader, more comprehensive view leads some into escape
paths --- escape through debilitating "mind releasing!" poisons ,and
drugs; encounter sroups r9ealed by studies to be, although sometimes
serious and honest, often fraudulent and destructive; or devotion, to
newly arrived "spiritual teachers" or gurus, following them to realms
of sheer fantasy oblivious of the guru's mundane and conspicuous'
materialism. It is no wonder, perhaps, that philosophers and theolo-
gians of all traditions have been preoccupied with the "problem of
evil" or sin. And yet one wonders why there is so little attention
given to the slow emergence of the good, and the often tragic quest
for its realization in human relationships. The really puzzling prob-:
lem is the problem of the gdod and its neglect!

-

'The emerging more humane consciousness is expressed in many
different ways among which the following are illustrative:

_

Daniel Bell describes the dual nature of man, standing at the junc-,
ture 'of nature and history: "As. a creature of nature, he fs subject to
its brutal contingencies; as a self-conscious spirit, he can stand out-
side both nature and history and strive to establish his own freedom,
to control the direction df his, fate." Though man is limited and finite,
"because of his imagination, he is free to choose his own,future and -

be reSponsible for his own actions."

Nobel Laureate Salvador E. Luria In his Life: The Unfinished
Experiment has written:

Humankind is justified,. I believe, in stispecting that once again blind
evolution has operated with subtle wisdom. While lashioning con-
sciousnesi ,and exposing man to the ultimate terror, it may by natural
selection have Also brought forth in the human :mind some conipensa-
tory features. Human evolution may have imprinted into man's brain.

5
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an intrinsic program that opens to him the nnernlost sources of
optimism art, and joy, and ,hope, confide in the powers of the
mind, concern for his fellow &en, and pr in the pursuit of the
unique human adventure.

Thise insights are part of the emerging newli sm.
Soedjatmoko and' Thompson, writing on ,alues in st ational

Relations" state, "The beginning of wisdo iA\ understanding, and
moral judgment involves coming to terms w th `harsh and uncertain
moral choices. . . . The crux of our problei - is the need for a new
capatity for moraf reasoning in a rapidly changing international con-
text."

These and other voices 4tre welcome indications of more ample
realization of the potential of man. But they will remain mere pointers
unless and until workers in all fields of hirman endeavor follow out
their implications, formulate new stan4rds of. and faith in, the
grandeur. of Jnan's nature.

But one cahnot-leave the matter there for it is not possible in this
brOade'r context to overlook or casually dismiss man's religious ex-
perrence, as has been fashionable am ng some intellectuals during
recent decades. To be sure, there is r ason enough to dispar* re-
ligion in some of its manifestations ar1 it is easy to understanehow
the neglect built up. Its history be ins. in the early dawning con-
scibusness of the race and its subse uent deyeloprnent encompasses
an ahriost infinite range of dogmh7 and practices mostly considered
immutable in their time. The'se irwlude various forms7CATanaticism,
the wars, of religiOn the typical sUpport of religious leaders and or-
ianizations for the cruel, inhuman policiés of wartime pofiticaHeaders,
and occasional bizarre activitie/ of some religious leaders in the busi-
,ness world, and the moral shyrt-falls of a feW of them.

But another selection of evidence, and more important for the fu-
ture, shows religion as a very creative, and perhaps the' most creative,
force in history. It has nOurished community,t'Oven rise 'to humani-
tarian movements for remov/af such inhumanities as slavery, it has
aided in raising standardsOf justice. It has motivated thc world's
greatest aft and music. It as lecl individuals to heroism; -sacrifice and
compassion. But why go on when none of these aspects of the his-
tory, nor all of them toge er, touch the heart of the matter!

Religions experience in its broadest and most universal sense de7
rives from what Robert Bellah has described as "man's perennial,

4 6
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, universal yearning for" coherence, unity, wholeness and a sense of
meaning and,destiny." This was voiced by the ancient Indian seer who
prayed, "From the unreal, lead me to the real/ From the darkness,

- lea+ me to the light/ From death, lead me to the deathless." This
ottreach and inreach of men is as lively today as ever and will un-
Oubtedly continue unabated in spite of 'those reports.,of the "death
f God," fanatical rallies of "returned'messiahs" and statistics o£de-

lining formal religious participation. This expression of man's nature
Igives meaning and value to efforts for selfIrealization and social wel-
/fare. If is an unending -quest and from our present finite standpoint
'mankind may be nearer the beginning of the searcit than its later ful-
fillment and final realization.

In this' perspective, the study of 'religious experience takes on a
/special significance. It will be broadened and deepened in the more
closely knit infer-dependent world. It enables a truer undefstanding'
of the development problem of many Third World countries, notably
in Asia, for as has been repeatedly pointed out and neglected, these
societies fiave been formed by religious motivatitotrwhich is still part
of the vitality of their present traditions. But beyond that, study of
religious symbols has significance titwe in them man has, as Robert
8ellah has pointed out, "symbolized his own identity and the order
of existence in terms of Which his identity makes sense. These sym-
bols are not 'made up' by the human ego or deduced by rational re-
flection. They are born out of the tragedy and the suffering, the joy

and the victory of men struggling to make sense out c neir world."
'it iS this quest which binds together in a living whol I aspects of
man's i outlook and activity. A better understandin -1 the inner
meaning of this individual and social phenomenon wii. ::ake posiible
incorporation of its still vital elements in the new humanism.

..-
° In his Cl)rifing World Civilization William Ernest Hocking por-
trayed a more ample future role for the world's religions:

With the relations between ieligions relieved of confusion, at once
by the growing unity of their unlosable essences, the understanding
acceptance of variety, and the quiet convergence of purpose in the
identity of a historic task, religion will be able to bring a new vitality
into the disturbed motivations of Mankind.
The brilliant achievements of reason and imagination in scientific

inquiry and 'in 'creative work of artists and writers are generally ac-
cepted and need no recitation or defense here. They too are part) of

the endless quest for meaning. The awáreaes of the beyond and its
'...
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significance has many witnesses, among them numerous men of sci-
ence in ourAime. Two may be cited here as casting further light upon
the humane nature of man. The first is Albert Einstein who wrote:

The most beautiful experience we can have is the mysterious. It is
the fundamental emotion which stands at the cradle of true art and
true science. Whoever does not know it and can no longer wolider, no
longer marvel, is as good as dead, and his eyes are dimmed. It was the
experience of mystery even if mixed with fear that engeigyred
religion. A knowledge of the existence of something we cannotTene-
trate, our perceptions of the profoundest reason and the most 'radiant
beauty, which only in their most primitive forms are accessible to our
minds it is this knowledge and this emotion that constitute true
religiosity; in this sense, and in this alone, I am a deeply religious man.

And Corea Eiseley points out how men have risked all in the endless
quest, "mounting the first stallion," later risking all in exploring the
unknown upon the seas, and in the air, to the poles and now into
space. Man has surVrved continental glaciers, famine and disease, the
Black Death and much else., "There aie even those among them who
risk love and compassion across the boundaries of race and "force,
men who risk the very love,of earth and wou.i prot^ct it for the
sake of the unborn." In the last analysis it is the minc Ad spirit of'
m, :ther, neither one of them in isolation, which i--_ any case is,
;-- thae.gives hope fOr the future and a guarantee of a greater-

tc _inure of ,the humane outlook

=.1ile :his outlook may Often appear almost spontaneously and un-
rising from the autonomous spirit of man, as we find in the

xlucated man, it can also be cultivated. .This is the primary busi-
_ calling for immediate attention of education at every, level. Those

whO possess this point of view whether they be scholars, states-
men, educators or social planners can be enlisted not merely as
exemplars of that good life,'but as advocates. It is they alone who can
guarantee that social planning, welfare work, rural community re-
stnicturing in the Think World, revitalization Of the secularized and
narrowly "rational" western world, awakening faitt in a full and
meaningful life, will be realized more and more.

Strengthening and propagation of this mind and (.,..tlook can be
accomplished through many competencies, and especially when they
operate in concert, for then there is guarantee 'of their integrity and

4.8
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the greater fulfillment '. t ach is stronger in the larger company. Among
the different contributions, the following may be cited as iilustrative.
The social scienceL esRecially anthropology and sociology, can further
nourish.ae acceptanceof cultural pluralism as the way forward for
contempo+ary men. Through a revival of intercultural studies, they
can opennvenues for learning from one another and resulting enridh-
ment of life;: The humanities can highlight tfic ideas, the values an0
the faiths of other times and peoples, and relate them to contemporary
living, thus assisting the selective processes of the new humanism. , The
sciences as living processes can foster both the values of rational
inquiry and imaginative 'outreach, gaining greater uhderstanding of
the world of nature and man, constantly widening the l' ons

self-confidence of men. Technologies, 2 instruhients pi . or

ki- --,, be devje)ped and used for '.. primary purpus,.: :f l .na
w,., ,t, f improving health, educatio Ind leisure. Religious r _a
faith, lay or clerical, can nourish the t.. iless quest for coheren- a-

meaning beyond understandings of th iatural World .by reaso- T.-.L

th :king and work of intellectuals is cr...:ial and essential thoug :-_:. .-.-

rc : is often hazardous in uncertain, _astable times. Ti-.cr! ca-

ht -', free men from bondage to folly [-_ J self-destructi%e Ovpat:

..iach of. these contributions can be ..:aborated, but it ::3 in c

' tl:__ each comes to its largest fulfillmer. . It is crucial that :his be
w -f7ty.,..rac,ognized for the failure to 4._ . so cotduses bas:: issue_
'r :noneTthe day of fulfillment. This . :curs, for instance_ :- and VVI-2271

a rokesman for the humanities or one of them, claims that he honis
i key permitting him to be the arbiter of values in work to solve

.m: ;or social 'problems. T l 's may be rather harmltss, for he will most ,

often merely be neglectc'd. But it is melancholy because he thereby
forfeits opportunity to broaden the understanding of-value diMensions
of the problems, such as development. A similar result occurs when an
eminer scientist dismisses scholarly study of religion, scoffing ai it as

infantilism, or irrationally scorMng aesthetic, \ motal or spiritual

aspects Qf the common life as "mysticism." Though° these myopic per-
'ceptions are more and more exceptiobal, and not characteristic, they

are handicaps to Achievement of tlio -iane I rational future they

claim to champion. The critical cisiv. 2fforts a correct the
myopip and provincialisms ,ti. c, , field o human en-
deavor essential ingredients in the humanizing proces's. Col-'
lectively, ail these different expressions of the mind and spirit of nian

. :can be, rather, will be, the source. of .t.itie "Wisdom and. knowledge,.
4 9
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which hall be the stability of our times." Self-examination to cOrrect
inadequate,or obsolete outlooks can help correct preoccupation with
formal and immutable dogmas, with cherished technologies Which
become obsolete, with institutional forms or inherited prerogatives,
and so keeri the,way to the -uture cpen and uncluttered.

The authors of Reconst:.:uting the Human Communi(y, reporting a
consensus arising from inqUiries about 'improving the
fature of cultural relations, wrote

Central to the long-range tasks ca reconstituting the human -ommunity
is a more imaginative awareness of .the moral and spiritui., potential-
ities of man, drawinz on old and new concepts, neglecting :either the
good or the bad, emphasizing ancient truths such as the -roposition
that "man does not live by bread alone," but also new au is such as
the concepts'of the "good life." the quality of life indis_aually and
collectively and in relation to the, changing forces that cc:ne to play
upon man in hisointerdependence with nature and the b osphere. It
is central tot, any notion of a new and better human community, that
m n remainY mastr rather than seryant of the changing v, orld order.
Tht ill inevitably have-profound significance in reordering thinking
about '1l 'dimensions of human ielationships in the future. j
If, as e believe, revitalizing and widely extending a humane out-

look anV the nourishment of a new humanism is essential to the future.

of men and their communities, then it is a matter of the greates't
urgency. Those who share the outlook have a special responsibility, a
responsibility for reexathination and selection, of goals for each
human endeavor, for the choice among priorities at any given time.
What is needed now is not a set of blueprints OF agenda for immediate
new activity for those in -a hurry by some spokesman for the views
expressed here. Rather, the primary need is fee imaginative reflection.
FtOm this will follow innovation and demonstration of ap2ropriate
new programs in education and other primary activities of developing
societies. Thei.efore, we turn now to some of tlte more promising
recent innovations and a1s6 to Tgek rlIrther endeavors.

50



Trailblazing: 1 Attitudes
And Useful Trails

: Our eyes rnust be idealistic and ourfett realistic.,We must
walk in the right direction and we must walk iiep bY-step.
Our tasks are to define what is desirable; to define what is
possible at any time withih the scope of what is desirable;
and fo carry out what is possible in the spirit or what is.
desirable.

Salvador de Madariaga,4
Author and Diprbmat

To be ready, mentally and psychologically, to adopt the goals of a
meaningful life born of a humane' outlook, and to follow and imprOve
useful trails, or to blaze new ones, requires several fundaMental atti-
tudes Among these are acceptance of value conflict asi 'fundamental,
genuine respecttfor others, and mutunlity in relationshiPs)

4 f the cf",)"' 2e)ru.'er today

To define what is desirable may be easier,' say at the organization
confelences of the.United Nations or UNESCO' in the aftermath of
war, than to.choose what is possible at'any subsequent time. The latter
requires continuous appraisal of the swift currents of change, as well
as imaginative response to emergent realities and opportunities.
Furthermore, the possible may never be known until alternatives have
been tested. For to know what is possibp is- more thin analysis and
Oculation on the basis of limited knowle ge. It is also pioneering, the
trial and error and retrial of the frontiers from which discovery comes.
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That which is discovered may prove to be What was perceived but,
almost surely it will appear in a different light and in unsuspected
form and substance. Such was the experience of\ilie explorers seeking
a trade route to Cathay and discovering ,instead an unknown continent
and the broad Pacific Ocean. In the process goals become clarified or
changed or-postponed. Madariaga put a limitation, 'albeit a liberating
one,-upon the practical idealist, namely, "to carry out what is posObie

it the' spirit Of what is desirable." That is humane or humanistic
realism!.

We have argued that creation of conditions for-a meaningful life
for" all is the paramount goal for men of good will'and responsibility
in these times. ToZlay there is a wider acceptance oL that goal than
ever bVore, though still limited and in conflict with other goals arid
interests of, men. Those who accept the goal are undaunted by the
tumult arid Instability all about, the uncertainty of hidden dangers
and obstacles, and venture with the knowledge and wisdom of past
eiperiencecto guTde each forward step. Cultural dIversitY, of-course, is

ecessarily, utopia, but it is clearly the point of departure into the
unknown future. What will evolve can be left to that time. The ipri-
mary attitude, then, is acceptance ok value:conflict as inevitable,
and unavdidable, the arena in whith choice .and commitment are
fundamental and decisive.

:ond primary attitude expressive of a humane look is re-,
for those with different life Styles and convictions. RspectNas

regard for others, a_lonsiderate outreach and esteem, goes beyond
simple understanding pr even appreciation it can be a key factor in

ithe process of selection of priorities in cultural relations as in all ,

rnternatiOnal`Telationships. It implies,a collaboration, as in the twenty-.
year Mexican wheat program before the world heard about a "green
revolutiOn", a collaboration in which the special interests of all parties
find their validity in their common interests. Respect also implies
restraint in the exercise of force, economic or.other, by the strong and
an addition of generosity. This' carries also an obligation and willing-
ness', eve'n eagerness, to mockify or substitute structures, plans, produc-
tion and flow of goods, inv9tment concepts, ucational programs,
new concepts of bontrol and evaluations of joint un txtakings. In this
perspective the characteristic goal of recent deCadeti "international

) understanding" is inadequate as understanding, amtong nations. A
C\- more adequate goal is transnational cooperation emphasizing that
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wInch is over anabeyond nation states. To be sure it is impOrtant and,
essential to know',others,better, to have correct facts abont them and
their history, but such knowledge may as well lead to disparagement
dr contempt as to cooperation, except, of course, forAhose who accept
others as fellow human beings with the same or similar aspirations
and needs..Fainiliarity may, but will nor necessarilY, lead to con-
siderateness, and even to new expressions of conipagsion by- a few
individuals on occasion, as an Albert 'Schweitzer in* Africa or a'

:Norman Bethune in' China p other times. ,In a way: intern-dtional
understanding i's more important than ever simplr because of the con-
fusion and distortiong resulting from fragmentary information, im
pressions, and unrelated information flooding the world ag a result of
tourism, radio, television find preSs'services. And these services, even,
are very_ uneivenly_shared_hr_the-rrld!,s peopfe. The_lacts. are often
distorted and used for short-range political Or economic advantage by
governments and other powerful forces of society. Respect which is
sympathetic appreciation, and a deeper understanding and acteptanCe
cao'correct the distortion's or ignorance, of the unfamiliar, of poverty
and of old ways.

, This considerate regard ,for Others is fragile-end like -all liv:ing

things, tender. It can be overlooked:or scorned hy- self-styled "prac-
tical" men or by good will in any of its.paternalistic forms". But it can

,be nourished by homes and schools and: especially$Y'familiarity with
someone who exempli6es ,it. In the influence of such individuals it

may penetrafe and modify social planning and other collaboration. It
is the primary ingredient in the creation' of the psyChological sense of
equality which is essential to world-Wid&human progress.

. o ,

,..T116 third esSential attitVde flowing from those already mentioned
is mutuality in human relationships and especially in tho transnational
world !of people and cultures. It ccan facilitate the development of a

, system of shared values combined with "parity of esteem among cul-
,turcs" as presented by Ali A. Mazrui in Ills A World Federation of
Cultures: An Akican Perspective. The spiritiof mutuality as an ex-

,

. pression'of the humane outlook is ofttimes confused with cooperation
.,

a term of limitM utility unless qualified. Its ambiguity may mask
joint activities of_gartners unequal in spirit and in, fact, or temporary
in" *tary alliances:or economic aggrandizennent. Thus while ,co-

, o ration is often a genuine ,step beyond and out of conflief, it may
still 6e less than adequate for the cultural relationships of the near

.,

,,e."
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future. Mutual concern and aetivity is lacking when a wealthy country
..relies on foreign medical schoOls, .without compensation, to train a
significant proportion of.,tlie,doctors.required by its hospitals, or when
the industrially advararelessly-eblist talented young-leaders of
developing countries and tinis d6priv thmo of t.y;t9iiial
strengths for their tutures ol mutuality is,lacking when
prpfessors.engage foreign giadnate students in solution of problems Of
advanced -technological societies instead of ,turning thcm to more ur-
gent problems of their homelands, to- rhe needs bf, the less advanced
but:advancing societies. It is,lacIsing when graduate students are sent
into other countries tO gather. data without qiscertaining whether the
habitual Methods of inquiry will in fact elicit the desired information
or, as too often in the past, only misinformation wiiich then becomes

, embalmed in theses and books published elsewhere as stepping stones
in professional advancement. Both a fundarnental respect fOr others
and-sensitiVity to-their situations, as well as prbfessional intagrity,can
join to create the Spirit of rnutualit. The, implicit priorities of activi-
ties which are motivated by a sense.of Mutuality are practical steps to
insure that in.national and social development, in the Third World, or
other programs, the dei.ign, construction, management and control\ of
each piogram is of xlvantage to each party\not overwhelmingly ter
one of them.

The attitude of mutuality will preclude, or correct if necessary;
implicit motivations of development or other programs which in' fact
simply perpetuate dominance of the strong and the dependency of the
weak. It matters not t -it this protection of privilege may be denied or
masked by _nice W rds.li e co peration, or tiny aid dontribtions .or
modest reform M. iatives e attitude of mutual concern will yield a
neW self2awarene,s in some individuals, hopefully in many, and a new
etiquette which will "look for the best in dhcrs while being critical
of oneself."

An important 'and impressive effort to assert and embody this atti-
tude was a ten year "Major Project" of UNESCO called Mtua1
Appreciation of Eastern and Western Cultural Value." Design d to
correct an imbalance between Asians' knowledge of European cuPture
or some part bft anti the Westerners' meager famiNrity with the cuh
tures of Asia, it developqd a.new emplieis in numy programs. These
included translations and publication of Asian stories and books
publication of art books in boh de luxe editions and in Small booklets

54-
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for Wide distribution; expanded and redireeted student and teacher
exchanges and numerous other edwatibnal initiatives. It was a notable
expression of the trne naizre- of INESCO. It is less clear to what

,extent'this essential rote tins been embodied in the concentration upon
the economically-focused develOpment programs of recent years. In

-
any evenc it is an inRerent, and indispensable main responsibility of
UNESCO to seek to edhance thc realization of iespect for others and'
Mutuality in relationships in sciendfic, educational and cultural affairs.

'Nv't 'pointed out earlier, the affluent and strong have great "

difficulties in radjuiting to new relationships. These difficulties are
inherent, crucial attitudaI` Changes. Will they, for instance, be alert
to find mutuaL'interests .intzthe mounting self-consciousness,
reliance and self-assertion of other people_ whOm" they have long
dominated? How will they find ways to overcome their almost im-
penetrable sense of independence bOrn of their manifest material
achievements? Will they find it possible to respond constructively and
humanely ,to new circumstances, modifying their style of life funda-
mentally, instead of merely, designing partisan° resistance to new
econdtnic'and, political realities? How can they brak or dissolve the
bondage of inherited western ethno-centrism and its 'dominant pa-
terMlism? Will they be'able to find mutual advantlige in newer-forms)
of production for neWty conceivethdistribution of goods and invest-
ment funds among the world's needy? A compelling illustration of the
seriousness of these issues is t1 recent call of John Knowles, Presi-
de t of the. Rockefeller Fou tion, foe "a new ethic of aupterity for .

t United.States as a world leader, to help the world avki.20 Master,
IthuSian.diaster.."

.

{

MI ask)ects of this supremely critical situation, call for creation of
new forms of partnerships.for graspingpppdittunities,nOw available to
imaginative, cOneerned individuals which inay not return in aigenera-. ,

. ,

don f, if eVer. ". a .

One aspect of the desirablvehange jn :pftittOes and life-style'Ot the`
strong is restraint. An illustration would be curthihnent of export of
Industrial products which have no'vital 'relation to the priMary needs

'and aspirations of the' agricultural rnajorikies Of developil countries:
BLit even'restraint, if possible and howeve1 .. essential, is negative; Vali
is' the positive aspect of the deired c? It is to notiegh and" en-',_'4,..V.
courage a sense', of humane considera 4J for., others, especially the

.
voiceless.atd rieglected, on 'the'part of bo e gtrong foreign poirs f'

.,
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and the powerful new elites in developing countries who have adopte
the affluent standards of the industrialized West and its characteris c
indifference to the quality of life of the agricultural majoritie the
world. The formidable obstacles blocking the paths toward stir goals
are themselves the challenge and the opportunity nausnal sove

: 11

-
rei ty to be 'curbed in the broader interests of the hu n -family;11

, economic power in the control of 'and for the advantage'of the few
to be rechanneled for humane ends and mutual profit and advantage;
technologies thoughtlessly transferred frorn industrially advancj
societies tobe succeeded by those appropriately designed'for various
stages of development. The attitudçs here outlined choice of high
goals and 5elevant priorities in the maelstrom of value-conflict, respect
for others and construction of mutually advantageous ways of living

these areS pathways beyond the narrow past an4, its corrupting
influences. They are Prerequisites for a meaningful life in the future
for both tire disadvantaged and the advantaged of the present time.

Some promising trails

Among new departures, or recent beginnings econonlic, sci-
entific, educational, cultural several arc offered here as illustrative
of principles, of initiatives, of new cooperative relationships, Some are

'quite new and several a few years older but involving principles con-
sistent with desirable goals of the'futUre. Some & these trails may run
far, others may be duplicated in other settings,.and still others may be
renewed arid enlarged for more ample use in situations requiring a
broader,or, better roadwaY. Any knowledgeable person could make his
own selection. Those that follovii reflect only the limited acquaintance
and personal interests of the writer.

1, The Internatibnal Center for Insee4 Physiology_*ancl Ecelogy in
Nairobi, Kcnya, is* noteworthy. 'Initiated by Professor"Thomas'R.
Odhiambo of .the .O'niversity of Nairobi, it has enlisted the active
participation of a distinguished group of 'scholars from seyeral coun-
tries of Africa and Europe and of the United States. The basis of the
Work is the fact that the climate of the Kenya highlands, and the ,

particular insect Populations of the region provide an ideal ,place to
study agricu ra and related problems that 'arise in many other
areas of t e World. Thus, the, knowledge sought to help solNe urgent
food an related pro erns of a developing country may be useful:in
many other countries r ,regions anch at the same irne, it may add
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important knowledge for scholars working upo.n other unsolved prob-
, lems. Here ofie.sees the initiative of a Kenyan scholar, the ealistment

and willing, even eager, collaboration of similarly motivated scholars
of other lands and traditions, international support, and the promise
of significant additions to the fund of human knowledge.

2. The design and development of a "Basic Social Science Course'l
and a "Basic Humanities Course" in Indonesia resulted from the deep
concern of a distinguished senior Indonesian professor of psychiatry,
Slamet Iman Santoso. The Ministry of Education, Professor Harsja
Bachtiar, the USAID and Professor Fischer of, the University of,
California all joined in developing a program. The concern arose
because of the compartmentalization of university programs of study
andl.early specialization, and the absence of a common body of know-
ledge and ideas available generally ,to university students. This in-
'volved a program in the state universities and institutes of teacher
education throughout the country 'to discover and 'enlist prospective
teachers. Recruitmht of a core of instructors for the unfamiliar work
was based upon interview assessment of "their own personality, read- .

ing habits, activism, broadmindedness, idealism and personal interests
Three groups of ten each were sent to. the University of California 4, ,
Berkeley where they worked with professors and with all the resoltkei
of a great university on the assignment to produce a one-yeaf Oise
in "Basic Social Science" to be required of all students in the Aiver-
sities and institutes.' At the'same time, a sinlilar group was recruited
and sent to the East-West Center at the UnIlIsity of Hawaii to work
out a "Basic Humanities Course," The latte course is concerned with:,Problems such as "man and his basic faith, an and happiness man
and suffering, man and love, and the like each linked with reading
material carefully selected from among short stories, parts of novels,
essays and quotations from the literature of Inslonbsia, of its ethnic
societies, and of other societies such as India, Japan, Arabia, England
att.(' the United States."

Harsja Bachtiar, Dean of the Faculty of Letters of the University of
Indonesia and Director of the, National Institute of Social and Eco-
nomic Research who had taken an active interest in the program,
comments as follows: "It is our hope that our university students in
Indonesia who hgve had or will ,have the OPPortunity to take ,the
course will becgye more appreciative, more understanding and some-,
what mote enlightened 'with respect to humanistic ideas and the
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predicaments of man as a human being and s ial being." Here is a
deeply rooted initiative of university teache s which enlisted inter-
national cooperation in developing a series o baSic higher education

.

courses which go to the heart of a widely recog ized educational need
of many lands. Wherever the swift tides of cultral upheaval are
strongest, in post-war Japan; in Africa, in the West, one has heard the
lament that there is no "moral education" to replace that of other
times which is gone forever, Here is an initiative and program which,
with whatever modifications expefience suggests, will yield far-ranging
quality in Indonesian society. In addition, it provides a model which
may lead to similarinitiatives in other lands adapted to their unique
needs. The initiative and endeavor is notable in that it has been under-
taken in spite of econoinic handteaps and without waiting until eco-
nomic problems ihave all been solved. Elements of the desikn, of
selection of materials from both ,indigenous or traditional literature
and also from the other literatureS.of humanity may yet be instructive
to the "advanced" societies off the_West bewildered by the disenchant-
ment of their youth. .

3. The fundamental scientific work on the improvement of food
grains, begun long ago in Mexico by collaborative efforts of the
Mexican Government and the Rockefeller Foundation, is an achieve-
ment of partnership. .

<, \
, The principles which goyerned the work in Mexico should not be

, forgotten because they have guided other programs of the Foundation
in.higher education and are Consistent with and essential for the emer- '
ging cultural situation. Indeed they are more impoitant now than
when they were a noyelty. They included a shared concern of the'
government and the philanthropic institution, joint detailed planning,
phased work controlled by preparation of wo4ers competentJor the
emerging tasks, postpOneMent of known procesSeS until personnel and

,

circumstances were adequate to produce significant results, imple-
lientation and use q knowledge gained and its release to the hu
communier of the.w6rld. It is a startling and neglected rebuke to ose
who demand or expect instant simple solutions for complex fun a-
mental iirob ems. Its proliferation of, or intensAcation of, many
social probl ms when the new strains of grairi appeared, and were
tested in different situations are, paradoxically, a fine mark of success,,
an impressiveand irrepressible achievement, which 'forces confronta-
tion with other asic human problems.
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4. The Association 'of Soutfieast Asian- Institutions of Higher
Learning (AWHL) took an. imaginative and notable initiative a few..
yda.rs ago. It 'resulted from the active leadership of Choh-Ming Li,w,
Vice Chancellor 'of 'the Chinese University of Hong Kong, Carlos P.
Romulo, then President of the University of the Philippines, and
C. Easton Rothwell, -former President of Mills College in California.
Among its achievements were an expanded program of inter-institu-
tional cooperation thrOugh conferences and organization of a series of
regional acadernic ,and professional societies. The latter bpened the ,
opportunity for formerly isolated.and often lonely scholars and pro-
fessors to meet their colleagues of,the area, to share Common prob-

, lenis. and to formulate forward, programs for their universities, their
governments and the region.

5. 'A somewhat simliar develoP'Ment °of great potential was the.
organization 'cif the Association of African Universities through initia:
tives of the universities and the International Association Of. Oliver-
Sides. In this way, it has become posgible to discuss problems-of inter.;
est and concern to African universities in their context rather than '
,only in their relationships.to French or British or American university
systems. It has opened opportunities for,inter-university cooperation
in research, teaching and student and professorial exchanges. '

6. During the, activainquiries on Cultural Relations for the Future,
there '--a--i-freqUent reference to the' binational eornmiskionS of 'the
Fulbright Prograin Clearly this, openeda forum for joint reflection as
to priorities, and the discaery of neglected opportunities and fresh
perspectixes. PerhapS the principle of joint planning and administra-°
tion dt.this program has other and as yet untried possibilities and
recent report's tell of extensive'consultation about the possibilities-fOr
future development. .

7. A small but signifiCant illustration o private scholarly and intel-
lectUal initiative, nogovernmental in origin, was the formation in
1966.in the United States of the Committee on Scholarly Communica-4,,.
tioif iiVjth the Peoples kepnblic of China. For some years ttis was a
means of gathering information as fo scholarly interests and work, and
it provided a $ ate of readiness for the renewal of icholarly relation-
ships. O f indiyi als and institutions _when that again'became possible.
When the atmosphere beganto clear, it became poSsihle for the Com-
mittee to resPond to all invitation of the.,Scientifie and Technical,.
Association of ihe Chinese -Academy of.Aciences of . the People's
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Republic to conult about exchangeprograms. The first result .>of the .
consultatiOn in China was a program of exchante visits. Chinese dele-
gationg represented interests in library science, computer science, the
teaching of English.as a foreign language, research on th e. physiology
of Pain 'and bio-medical engineering. Delegations from the , United
States were approved and-initiated in the fields of plant studies, earth- \

. quake predictiOn; pharmacology, schiStosomiasig, acupuncture, archae-
.ology, stddies of early man, studies of childhood development and
linguistical studies. The Committee was spOnsored by the American
COuncil of Learned Societies, the'Social Science Research Council and
the National Research COuncil and funddd by two private founda-
tions. This is only a beginning which ifinstrates that seholarly and
culturallY concerned people with a lively humane outlook an some-
times transcend the barriers.of political strife in pursuit of interrupted
long-time- mutual.intercSts of two peoples. It is, however, only one 9f
the initiativeeof groups interested in renewal of,relationships betWeen
the peoples of the United States and Criina, 'the Union of Soviet
gocialist Republics and the countries of Eastern Europe,-

8. The United Nalions University, now in process of formation, is
realizatiOn of the topes, dreams and wArk of Other times. Ex=

amples are the e rts of Sir Alfred Zimmern after Wqrld War I and
RabindranatbTag who established his University, Visva I3harati, in
.India with the ope that if might bei a world center, of caltures and
civilizations. The proposal, of U, Thant,..formet Secrelary Oeneral of
the United Nations, for a United Nationsk:University is,now taking a .
different fotm than originally suggested. Instead of the original plan
for a central campus with its international student body, faculties and
staff, the new university will 15e, to quote the statement of- the Found-
ing Committee,

a global decentralized network of centers and preograMs of research .
and Jraining focused on the aspiration, the needs and ,peoblenis of '

.contemporary- society . . . problems concerning all ,mankinsd, that is
to say such probletns as human simival, development atad human'
welfare . . . It should make provision for education, for social change
and social responsibility, so as to 'promote soCial progress and better

. standards ol life in ilarger, freedom'... .

ReSearch.findings are intend-ea not onlLto meet the intellectual needs
of the world at large, but to aid in, the solution of major prOblem con-
fronting the organizations and agencies of the United Nations:system.
It is a basic assumption,that the University should "chtsely cooperate
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with not-governmental orgamizations, especially yOuth and 4student
organizations, in the lulfillment of its objectiyes.", Instead of another
inititution of one of the familiar historieal types, there is to be a net-
wort Of program's and,institutes of many ty7* WhIch share M various
ways -a focus upon major hilLnan, problems,

The administration of this world system of institujtions and theitskt
common, programs will be in the,hands of a' Rector responsible to a
University Council, an independent body of twenty-four individuals
chosen by the Seeretary-General of the lJnited Nations and Difector
General of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) in consultation 'with 'other Organizatici_;.)
within the 'U.N. system'', such as the United Nations Institute or -

Training and Research (bNITAR), and other representative blpdics.
The headquarters of the United Nations, Universq will be located in.
the Toky6_ Metropolitan area. The Japanese goveenment has providcd.
-funds to set up the headquarters of the University andProvided, $300
milLio for its operation over five years.

Thti activity, thcrefore, is a new patli promising many and large
oppor ities for volu'ntary participation of private and governmental
institu ns in the support and work of the University. It will supple-
ment and not duplicate the work and activities of other sUnited Na-
tions agencies, stich as' UNESCO and UNITAR, and,also of the Inter-
national Association of Universities and its members throughotil the
world. ,Focusing directly upon what is meaningful (or men and Jor
their societies and wliat social developments Will enhaqce the quality
of life, it .will certainly pioneer new trails leading toWard a m
humane, world.

9. Anothertrail.bja$ endeavor is the establishment of the Jap
Foundation which may e the preeursor of other philanthropic e
deavOrs. Its purpose is `to,promote international cultural.exchange
and thereby to contribute to the enhancement of world culture and the
welfare of mankind, with a view to deepening mutual understandingl,
friendship and good will among the peoples of the world." It will
undertake types of activities Icing familiar, stich as exchange of per-
sons, international participation, research and study and facilitation of
Japanese studies abroad,and study of other cultures in Japan. Among
initial projects have been appropriation of one million dollars to each
of ten'Universities in the United States in support of Japanese Studies
and of similar funds for France, Great Britain and the Federal Re-
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ptiblie ny. Efforts are being made to develop new cultural
relations ips with their neighbors in gast and Seitth'east.Asia and the '
Middle E tThese are promising beginnings anr(itis easy:to see that
fulfillment' of Other aspects, of stated purposes maY lead 'to the design
and structuring of as yet untried forrns of mutual cultnral educational
and,scientific relationships. It is to be hoPed that die-Japan fOunda-.
tion and other new programs ,. will not be content, with 'a valuable
repetition of ustful programs of earlief philanthropieWfort-but
as opportunity gfferS, enlist imaginative leadership* ,nak fiew,paths
of human 'progress.

10. A small, but significant, beginnice
standing among scholars and univers "es''e
Programs was a meeting in New-Delhi,
scholars. Irritations have occasionally ar,i ir
special interests of university programs or 6f '
misbehavior of a few individual The rcsiiitin-

, mit seem sta1ing, but their significance is
4familiar wit .the problems involved. Thus, reco1i

of various dnneis of interaction, emphasie wast ,t . ,,0',,
-.. ,i,

agreement that in the future, Whenever possible, co

11.1 can
teflecting
creSts or

S., may

o are
xistence
pon an

research
Tramoting

inaryre-

tiat,,ac;adec3mic
$inkfrotit tfte

,

and training prodams would be "the fayored ie
such interaction. Emphasis was eso placed upon i
searchjA practical forward step wastaken in reCO
Advisory Group be set up in each country .to aeq4
coMmunities with the area§ of "fruitfUl coc-"Itratioli"Tia
discussions:

.

. .
Eaeh of the selected programs mentioned above illustrates an im-

portant aspect of emerging cultural relationships in . the midst of
uncertaintieS and insecurities. They represent different initiatives,
notably by Asians and Africans from whom much more may be
expected, bringing distinctive cultural insights and convictions intO
the common life. They demonstrate, in some cases, intellectual and
scholarly autonotny and collaboration above and beyond politieal,
ethnic or ideological barriers. In varying situations and by differing ,\means, they seek improvement in knowledge, education, in- pro-
grams of scholarly or student exchange, in bi-na nal, regionalf or ,..

worldwide cooperation, in understanding of and learnin from other
ni

1
traditions hi the quality,bf relationships: All are funda ntal for im-
pravement in economic felationships. Wise .and foresighted politiCal
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,

leaclersiwill find ways to encourage and support suCh activities and be
ever alert to frustrate efforts to hindicap them. All nted time, in most
cases years of quietdevOtion and unremitting effort to seach their full
potential and flint:tient: All are expressions of a humane outlook, .of

a new humanism concerneti. With tlk,qualitative aspects of 'men and -

their societies. And, they point to pther opportypities on ihe frontiers,_

of emerging relationships ,

;;.,



VI. Trailblazing: .2. Sorne
Frontiers of
,Cultural Relations

What mau knows is not to he compored with4vhat he'does -
not know.

Wisdom and Knowledge shall be
,

On cultural frontiers are 'all those formidable barriers to under-'
st riding that. we Mentioned earlier, absolute national sovereignty,
ec omic preoccupation to exclusion of other human interests, ideo-,-
Iogica r mutabilities, political rivalries, glaring lack of cultural com-
munication between peoples- of differing cultural histories. It is these
or sgme aspect of ar4r of them Which provide untried opportunities to
the imaginatii/e and adventuresome. Several may be Mentioned as

..,
illustrative.

For understandable historical reasons, there is very little apprecia-
tion of the great cultures of Asia of.Indioi China or of lapan ----
in university cifcles in tlikelmAin countries of Africa and the.Middle
East. Toa vondettre degree the reverse is also true..,A first 'step
could be takek to rectify these cuItur4l gaps' by provision for 'Kokes-
Sorial exchanges with a.distinctive 'irew missidn, not merely eXchange\

\ of competent teachers. Men or y.oinen could be enlisted who Jaave two)
basic qualifications: first, scholarly conipetence in an impatant field
of interest tq the prospective host country or university, and second,
and this is the, critiVal factOr1, competence in interpretation of,Agig-awn
native culture. They would be expected td hold a significant place in:
one or another facultOf a host universjty, but they would be ex-

Chuang-Tzu

the.stability of our tltnes!

0
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peeked, as a fundamental part of their assignment, to interPret their
own culture. This?would he attempted in formal and informal faculty
and staff meetings. ar4 in occasional lectures for a more general
public. The focus would be, however, to provide opportunity for
broadeningthe cultural understanding of teachers-of the host country.

A beginning could. be mads with a Japanese or Indian, professor in

one of the universities Of the.-IMiddle East and of Africa, and si 'inilar

visits of an African scholar or an 'Arabic or other Middle East scholar
in India or Japan. Perhaps, but not necessarily, visits might 6e ar-
ranged on a "rediprocal exchange basis, but this wciuld ndt seem
essential at the 'outset. The inain thing tb be prote d is ,the dual

. nature of the assignment. The combination or comp es may not
be in great supply, but can be identified without grea effort. Mani-
festly, the visiting professor should remain long enough in the host
country to form genuine friendships and understanding among the
teachers of the host,country. This particufar aspect of university de-

'evelopment has been too long delayed, albeit for understandable. rea-
sons since the tasks of university and national development ma e
urgent and irresistable'claims. But ii is too great a handicap for

.. country today to hall an intellectual leadership unaware of other ,..

major cultural traditions of the world. A significant example of mutual .
'cobperation in this area is the recent offer by India of a chair of

,
Indology to the American University of Beirut.

,
The final cure for the gap will be a more comPrehensive education

'such as that being undertaken by the Basic Courses on the flurnani,tjes
and Social Sciences in Indonesia. But a first step to recognition Of the

need could be arousing the active interest of a growing number of
staff members in selecteduniversities in broadening.and deeperiing.the

, cultural understanding of staff arid students. Preliminary discifssion of

this need and opportunity confirms the fact that there are sorhe
scholars ready and willing to try such a venture.Jt is hard to 'imagine\ ...

, any new effort which might influence more fundamentally the relation-
_ships of East and West and North and South: Established programs
of teacher exchanges, based uPon the academic disciplines primarily

- and necessarily are ppt likely to accommodate this type of-intellectual
work of te'aching ana.cultural interpretatiot N is it wise any longer
to'rely wholly upon everyone of competence to be an interpreter of a
whole culture, although SOMA may succeed. At the outset, what is
needed is a demonstration withxpersonnel now known to be available. .,

.Indeed, an' excellent illustration,of a new start is the recent invitation
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.
of the American University of Beirut.to a distinguished Japanese pro-
fesSor`of French Literature to deliver a Ps.eries or lectures,_ a program

. funded b;he Japan Foundation, ,

The enierging new world will 'contain many more and diverse forms
of international and intercUltural philanthropy arising froin. 'differing
cultural traditions. Recent studies, in India and in Japan for instance
have shown the varied forms of chagity and philanthropy of the differ-
wit ethnic and religious communities. Apart from aid piograms of.the
older or newer form, we may Confidently expect to see the etnergence

.of 'fresh forms of private intercultural Philanthropy, .expressing deep-
seated humane motivations. It waiid be presumptuous to suggest what
form or style t\hey will take; but thal.the essential humane motivation
is deepb; root in many, perhap all, cultural traditions is beyond

doubt. Opportuni ies.are limitless .beyctrid older farms of charity,
beyond traditional' emergency asistance opportunities for Con-,
structive amelioration of human and social situations in'the spirit, of
mutuality and cooperation.-New opportunities tbr joint philanthropic

. activity may .appear. Such activity may also tend to suggest reductiOn
itre-tericLency to politicize aid situations needlessly,frecing more of

,, it from merely help to political friends and allies.
A seemingly impassable frontier ,is the delayed use of coMmuni-

catiOns technical knowledge in adVancing education in developing
countries. True, audio-visual aids have been introduced in modest
ways, but making modern kno.wledge available to the .masses of
farmers and School children is in its infancy. Anyone whiz:, has .watched
the faces of farmers in a' remote indian village look afidlisten, to a
touring T.V.. program or the eazer faces.of children at, a similar pro-4
wm needs no instruction about the.pOwer of such' technology to leap
the centuriew to stimulate the ?magination, to broaden hOrizons, to-
provide useful; esSential information.-The farmers leave their fields to
get reports on supplies of fertilizer or seeds, on _marketing and-the

. .
prospects for coming of the rains. The children see and hear comic

strips, much to their amusement, and see parts of a .national day cele-
.bration vastly widening thpir yillaae and provincialihodzon and stimp-
lating a spe of pride of etuntr arl-nstitutions pnd leaders..Dsis- '
cussions Mout ftfture developments always seem to bog down o
costs, training of personnel, or the like. But are thers'e problems reall
insoluble or is.the foot difficulty a ,poverty-of imagination to overdome .-
the 15bstacles? Is th&apetimentation too bound into traditional pat-
terns of rnére, fcansfee of technology produced for more advanc,ed

,.;

).
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country needS? In days of transistors and mini urization, is it beyond
the possible to use sueh knowW1ge to create si pler, durable instru.
ments not for/the minority .of urban elites, but for the hundreds-of
thousands of villages their children and their farmers? Is there no
humanitarian or.philanthrOpic Or industrial instktution able and willing
.to make a major, Massive, non-hprpfr.cointribution to bring the

masses 't'ito the modern world9 is.lacking is new products and
industris focused upon the needs orthe rural misses and alp goal of
opening to them 'a.more healthy,.conifortabla, inform d life ---.Mofe
meaningful in their 'setting, Pehnps it is new induStries ich need/to
be deve4oped and'new and,approprinte technologies cre ted fer these
unmet needs:1

,

The potential of satellites, Which looks boundless, raises additional
problems. These include control of flow of programs into...a country,;
selection and producOon Of programs and the danger th* alien public
relations thinking will find subtle ways to propagandiic the masses.
Again, the problems are formidable but not insoluble, irovided the
goal of rapidly leading theitiasses into a fuller and more meaningful
life is accepted and deVoted and imaginative co-operation is achieved
in development of programs and maciiines'and training. UNESCO has
initiated a TV prograM in the Ivory Coast-anti a promising experi-
mental prOgram has been undertaken in India. Is it too much to hope
that5some individuals of independent means or.. some transnational
business will make a bold iinaginative effort to solve some of these
problems' .and tO lend significant assispnce in this development Of
human resources?' Results could be startling change within a genera-
tiq, even revpluiion,ary obange, but, directed as suggested, these
could be mainly constructive and in the rational and internati nal,
interest as Well. Iris persiseence in the present courseo Iimitatiah of

'the spread of technological competenciesp Profit-making and to the
transfer of ()eller-place-Centered tedieilogies_that fiOl s the threat_of
cokflict and unpre.cedented 'revolution.

Another 9pptunity for innavation in-industrial activity may be
- illustrated from current, Japanese planning. There is a:new and in-

creasrng-iioveient of industry from the, industrialized. North" to. the

underdeveloped South, notably from Japan southward. This comes*,
-a.tinteVen a :development nationalism" is gaining strength in many
count44g. Soedjatmoko has shown this nationalism in countries of
Southeast Asia to be not that of new nations jealous of their sotyer-

eignty, nor the'revolutionary,sort bent upon remaking the world, nor
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that which fears fOreign 6usiess . ``Rather, it is a nationalism that is
-.rooted in the aspiration and actual requirements at economic de-

velopment irohese populons Countries, and in-the need tq secure the -

internation0 environment that will make it possible for them to
pfirsue their own growth path." This leads to a groWing demandior a
"developinent strafpgy that aims at employment-oriented growth, at
social justice as a'db-equal, and not a secondary goal, and aims at the
kinctof growth that will .at the same time inereasebnational capabilities
and atitononiy, decrease dependency 'upon external powers_ and en-,
fiance self-reliance." 1

He suggested thatiin Japan this situation affords new opportunities
for southward movement Of Japanese irlt,dustries leading toward xe-
shaped inve'sttnent., relationships and a- moi-e positive constructive role
in Asian economic developtnent. Some of the new ntodes of private
foreign investment now under discussion, mentioned, in a report spon-
sored by the Brookings Institution, are "technology-transfer ieparate
from equity an anagement participation, gradual transfer ,of owner-
ship,to local entre neurs (divestyent.), production sharinrairange-
ments to recover'inve ment irothe forini of products, and transfers of
know-how of medium and small-scale industries groviding govern-
ment _funds ot private enterprises." The continuation Of a dialogue
a1redTh6 begun holds the promise of a "shared' futurein an, interde-

,pendent world of scarcity, capable of engaging the political will of the
people of Japan and 'Asia:: And, he added, "Though the time is short,

q

it is_still not too late,"

Another frontier still to be tried, awaiting sOrne free spirit or com-
,

pany of frecopirits, undaunted by lack ofprecedents- a nd unafraid of
_the unknown, iS revealed in the earlier refetence to the article "Mplti-,
,national Firms: Responsibility." Of die three levels of responsibility
of which Collado spoke L good pusiness, "the ' most. impottant";
indirect imPact consisteni with national goals; and "efforts to enhande,
the broad socil environment" it is the last mentioned which offers
an opPortunity for new and untried huManitarian innovations. It was
suggested that an atea of tOrporate responsibility in host, countries
could be_ active support for health and education programs, corn!
munity development and natiorial 'cultural activitics .

This resPonsibility may be viewed in different ways. One is the
long-accepted traditional partieipation of -businesses and industries in

'local or regiOnal programs gra as mentioned, redognizing their role

6 8
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"as a citizen.'." ThiSlias taken diflercntforms'and.has been -significant._
in'niany programS,.especially Support of 1;6fl4esin 'recent yc..arssin the.
United States . tt is however,. n fini tesirim [On coMpzirison .with- the. vaSt
needs 6f most developing.,eountries 'or .thC:..growing incomes of Afie
large. multipatiomil corporations; This k,--.iiideed,':a Modest form 'of

tesponsihility, cspccizifly in the. Third and FOurth WOrldsi-Tilere
is,,,.Moreover,'..a.nother-fottriin whielr the fdills of industrial growth and..-
zidvatice-..have been fiumaifilarian. T his is' ilhistrated by- mi. call)/
pioneer; AndreW Carnegie and his .pr,o4sion., -or siihstantinl funds.0;'
fr&e..of.control, with' charters etithling use:of 'the funds, as situations
Changed. The influences which have flowed from -these initiatives, and
still flow- frOin them and .many otherS who in their own:way have .fol-
loWed his exaMple, arc literally incalculable.: This form of respon-
sibility i. ieuly humanitarian, genernits and 'imaginative. Perhaps ncw
_initiatives Of .c)-mc trans at enterprise or 'one Of their leaders will
provide a iodern a _ogue. I could be significant enough tO make a
decisive impa )on solution of urgent social problems.

Which,' then, aitioug the tranSnational 'firms which owe sO much to
their host ;countries of the.Third Worlk'feeling such, a large respon-
sibility, will taker initiatives demonstrating a -futidaniental change Of
values'? Sucli a change would:he from the accepted market' mentnlity,
infihite .growth and .accumulation of eConomic .goods,"to .demonstra-,
tions of resPect for human dignity, social justice, honesty and equality.
.Who., will ,have the eurage to go bc34ond -tlw confines Of accept,ed
husiness .priectices and demonstrate confidence_ in 'those entrusted with
free funds tO use theM eor the .public goOd? Such funds'inight be given
'outright by,an individual or a corporation 'to a responsible -group'in
host country, or be a. percentage .of profits from buSinesS operations
in the.country. Thc.latter might flow from several corporAtc sources
and Might be .set up forregionnlor.nat4-mar use. They should be free
front eNternal controls.,They should. be 'eominitted :in 'general terms.
only U1,serve the publie good- of the 'country and specific .purposes'
within it in-Thealth,' education, the liberal artS,. agriculture .and .com-
munity develOpment! Reluetance Avhich innV be felt might be,du6. in.

. part to fear lest.funds he misused. This view overlook.s..to important
't facts: one, that the management of such' fumls-elsewhece*,- in. spite .or-

an odEasiPnaT lapse: has been. n,o.table for, inte\grity, and second,- and
inore significantly; pat acceptance 'of respbn)Ribility often breeds its
own seme of pride and ichievement in ex'ereising that. responsibility._
'Indeed, it. iS to be espeetcd that such iTsPonsibility Woukttrow and

t
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exceed expectatiOns. What.' is lacking is the philanthropic or humani,:
taria9,mOtivation :and eoncern fOr the meaningful life of others -less
favored economically. Or, perhaps it is not lacking, but has failed to
note the unprecedented opportMeity. Perhaps, as is characteristic in
most movements with a real forward thrust, it only awaitsthe initia-
tive of someindividual or group.

.4. siMilar It
friirn nattira bc
sports e e
carp voice.
weal

.,idle talk
tiMe an
humanit

df thought suggests that a signifteant.part f revenue
reso trees' such as oil might deYoted toocially re-
eavors. What is proposed here has .nothinglo do with the

rying , about what somC May do with neW4onnd
ho recommend all manner of idealistic schemes: Such

overlooks this pancity of such recpmmended nobility at any
place.' No, what we are sugeeSting is a'new adventpre of a
rian sort, similar to those: of other timo and tilac s, but

distinctiv in the present situations and needs. '

ggeStime approaCh,to new and negleeted 'Opportunities has been
advanced by OioYanni Agnelli,' head of the Fiat Group..Recognizing

, that the Wegt's industrial pro§perity was distOrted tokrpean
cation of enjoyment of consumer goods, i"gnoring the pUblic nec
sities" Moderrisoeicties, he ointed to a so-far miSSed oppOrtunit

We also bverleoked the ess tial partnership between industHali
nations and 'the raw rliate4als leers lof the developim world a
what we' together, could hav(?.. d tO;alleVilite fhOol,ofiluk
coubtries that haye. resourees. esterW'cdutilti :

' scitieties, that rainstorm new' imiterials nud-finkM,
'have neyer 3vorked.out,a pa'rtnets10 with the..gove thd

Believing in the demonstrable possibility of supranatiomilisth as a
living reality, hc would revert to the older- concept of federalism a frt
carte, the "menu" pr agenda of items upon which goyernments could
pool'efforts. ,

The transnational', corporations have Vet to 'develop fully theft'
potential for human resomees development: This can be:a major eon-
tributiOn' to effective-internaiionalization a's welrl as national develop-
ment. Because originate in difTernt parts of world, they can
su'ess diversity. Their managers mnst,, in the words of Bohiin
Hawrylyshyne, Director of the Centre d'Etudes Industrielles,Ocneva,
"deYelop an understanding of inanY helicfs, aspirations and a whole
repertoire.pf behavior to he successful in the pory'kmlent world." As

,

they mature. their poliCies, they linty escape from, carnet-tendencies "to

7 0
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promote, the western culture' of iodividualism frild materialism, apply
the Same management Sly le everVwhere and 1,00k for `exceptiOnik. .

natives'. who, fit Die ,company; culture." He proposes human resources
devoQment as a, most significall potentiA to which they:will turn'. '
mor ancLniorc,. The present inquiries of the 16) oiled Nations'4bout qiej
impact such firms on development :aint international relations rri°0

lead to gr aler.emphsij uppif hurffiTh resOuree5 deyelopment. If so, it
, . -

would be a venture in enlianced forms Of
Potential:

partnership with .a. 'great

Other frontiers are viSible ,in a "Whole' galaxy Of ,s,Odies, sOnie. in

'procesS, others.vggest0. from the inqi ries mentioned above cothes
a call for research tti learn much More a lout the 'role of transnational

; \business , firms arising from the tled f objective doCtiptive. and

only miniscule fun ls, for such research. Among topicl,suggesteg for
artalxtiOl krtowledge and the fact th4t they ,

methOidi s§ foar:appropriated

\
such research\are: leterminants of behaVior;,

corporate. stra
t'eitcorporation

- of environmental urvillance data into ; success
patterns in worker participation; and incorporation of pl.zins into host
reoun ry policiciS for science'and for human resource developMent.

Tre Aspen,tistitute for Humanistic Stn.dies located in the United
7Stateshas begun a program relating 'to JUstice, Society and the Indi
ividual.witIi a brpad human and intercn tiomil toncern. In a planning
conference, the guestion of a °just sodety and of a just international
order were vieWed friiin the vzintage Point of the equality of the dis- ,

tritmition of human goods .and human rights. Some Of thel problems ,

' preposed for stUdy include the growing disparity .ii; standards of
Oliving; the dichotomy between efficiency and justice smetimes 'cute

in the relations of business firms wjth host countries; etriirOnmental
interdependencies and resources searcity; and a series of diehotOmies .

arising from the growing sense of solidarity such ,as just aid,pOlici6s
thataVoid intgrference, dema.nds for reiease of political prisoners and
domestic jurisdiction, closing'bOrders to imirigration'when pressures .
famay require large scaleimmigration. That these problems are complex ::
and baffling argues their importance. That they are being qddressed is
4 sign of opening of um paths of inquiry and, hopefdlly, fiscovery.

kstudy o offigher EdUcation for DeveloPfuent" is &Mg forward
under the direction 61 Kenneth W. Thompson, and sponsored by' the

luis a notable,International Council for Educational Developulent, It

agency .support of several countritt :Ind .United Nation's agencies. It

v`'
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has resulted fromJeeent work and consatation ...--- both national arid
international, both .publie 'and private in effOrts to concert Nheii:

, *work on highet education fin developing countriet. It will include 'field.,
studies of past and' potential contributions of. higher education by
tearns in Africa, Asia and I.: alip Ainerica. The Study comes at a dine
when most.of the donor agencies and developing counttries have been
engaged in reyiew of their development programs- ind the resulting

--, report will ati'alyze and 'diagnose probleins and opp,Ortunitiesrder
to suggest practical guidelines and ways tOmplement their objectives.

Much more needs to be known-,-0out the:formation .of values, ,the
conflict oi .iialue systems of critictl periods of.ithit past in the Middle
EaSt,,in Africa, in Asian countties, of extensive attire contact, con-
flic,t, resistance and borroWing to gain further light upon current tideS;
of contact and cliange. This is a task in which ,intealisciplinary env
deavors ean bo,fruitful. Ag' noted elsewhere, the ;illumination of his-
tory,.of present/. ,trends and their implications for more meaningli4 life
for.nien, can best be served by workers at the interface of ,the soCial

ences and the humanities.

The o Id Order Model Projeet of the World Lliw Fund, is a'/W
onip,ehensivc stu v by eight research teams seeking to formulate an"
mage or mOdel of thL world i'n 1990. The teams,are turopetin,"Latin
merican.,LNorth An riean,Japanese, indian;Silviet Russian, African

and Arab. Anothe ' eam, directed by the Norwegian, Jp'haii,Paltung,
is tiansnational.: Some of Ole questions of basic Mterest are reported
tO bef What are ihe different imaP.A;s a ri genuine world order in the
various regions tilnd cultures? To wIpt extent can these divcrse aspira-
tions be je.eoneiled in one grand design? Conference. collaboratibn has ,
revealed the 'diversity of values.and goals of the several reions, BuP
alSo a clisrer awareviess of a certain identity of goal and process,
"a procc'ft. that can be plotted, projected, and 'measured, if not
quantified."

Another:value rronties is the fiefariou; Nde ifl slolen art objects,
and alliance of. wealth and thievery wycli despOiling te.mple and
Other monumental art in many lands.. Obviously it could not survive

,heept for this\ cOnnivanee. Recent return of art treasures to their
ownerS points to the problem. Notable international efforts 'have been I
launChed to.preserve great art treasures threatened by rievelopment
'program:3 such as the Aswan Dam ip Egypt, or bynat ural erosion as
at Borobalur in -Indo'nesia or floods as in Elorence in recent years.

.; 2
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Put the illicit trade pei':o. villegally and Wi,th 'the tacit approviil and
cooperation of powerful etc° n'Oinie forces. Anothei intrigning aspect o(
art history is The vast .aec nulations of art of .many peribd,

ored.dh ç i r buses of grrat weste`rn.,Museums,.
kno rt,k( -:ii:1140. he descendants of thosd who created'it, $bme. 4

was acquiied: / pen purchase, some...by \stealth and much asNAhe
spoils of war, rbm tiMe to time thesethlittdrs.have been discussed,
but With little IndinatiOn to cenfront them or.to imagine any different
solutions: One.vonulars whether there may one day be an awakened
sensitivity .and conscience ..of sufficient force to find ideas by which
these "preserved" treasures ,,,Inay be More widely shared, especially
with, the peoples of the lartds of theirorigin. ifut this seems unlikelyar. z to interest anyone, especially in context of the more urgent tasks of
pi'eservation and development oriented to the future.

In all venturing -and trailblazing on the way to a more humane
future, it is essential that planning, institutions and structures of what-
ever sort be of; by, and for the.people beyond former obsolete au"-
thoritarianism .and speeijil privilege. Each new experience of such.
reality. is a vital eothribution to the coming world community.,

These illustrations of value-laden situations ace intended Only to
suggest the yariety of opportunities that, may be found by people with

.differ.eltintereqs,>coMpetences"or responsibilities topioneer new tralir
and pi.discover new areas of cuttufaLcooperation and. mutually ,re-.

,warding endeavors. Multiplication of opportunities for dialogue .across
cultural-gaps., experimental design and use of appropriate teanology
In the primary tasks of development, in education of both youth and'
.adults, in redirection pf a significant part of the work of transnational
firms to programs of human resources development and, hopefully,
the creation of new funds and Institutions from their resources, fOn.
use of ,the host countries in their Own planned and, directed develop-
ment programs,' and" studies of many kinds to gain knowledge, per- "
speetive and practical wisdbila, arc aihong theareas wher'f opportunify
for breaking new trails and for hazardous adventure may be' fountl.
Perhaps these Suggestions Will Aimulate thought and cxplotation of a§
yet unrecognized ,oppoi,tunities.



Do not. seek ,to follow the foOweps of men of old. seek
what they s.oygla!

Basho

Take from the altar of the past the fire, not th'e ashes!

JeJaures

Emerging cultural relations are, then, simply another phase ib the
endless conflict of values and their reformulations, ofeoritituilty and
change, of accepted goals, continuo& decision making not, primarily
between the pod And the bad, whiA is easy, but between the good
and the better, th'e better and the liest. The span of Any lift; is but a
fleeting moment, and human needs and aspirations propel the search
for a more rneaningfullIfe.

The endless hidnatt quest
"."

. There is' *an unquenchable vital .flame ip human natUre.. jt was'irel.
iivcaled at the theatecone Memorable eycning.some.Years ago. On the
stage was a new Miksical 77te !Wan of..1:2(-) Rol:claw aboot tbe life
and- Arjals of. yliguel de. Cervantes ,,y,Silavedra. ,cerViantes" iS irra ^
dangeon awaiting trial by the rnquisitlbn ttad fearful lestIti's 'desperate
felltvw Inmates dcstrby hisoustIinkhed manuscript, "bqn .Qtli.xote;.. In
his defenSe.before their kangarpo,court, 'and la...explain...his attitude'
toward life, .he enlists.the prisoners in zioing Out the "Ntpr,y with
As*Don Quixoe he sings. ti.profaund and umy\ctftil. lyric aboat- his

4.4 75
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*Lest as a knight. reis "impOssible drearn' is unfeserve commitnient

to rightini'wront;; t'2ndless striving, when the taSk is hoMess and his'

energies are extkinsted;, zincittnidinirlied contiJence that the world will'
-.be better for, MIC lonely, eourageons effort; in short, indomitable faith

in pursuit 'of his. &cam' towVd unreziclukhle goals!

- As Cervantes beginS.the last stage of lii's own quest, ed7'off to his

t4 doom by Officq,,,of the -Inquisitiou, the .themc,of the quest is sung .--i )y

k*_Ale chorus aiv i?nale.As the knight's rcalitY is ,liffirmed in a gre, t
.., -.. , .

creseendo, ).:(:-* '; almost palp;ible, silence fell upon the audience., and ..',

as the music died avav; the -crowd rost\ as one An, warin,.entlnisiastie

0I/ition which 'went -on inci yn and ,-0(n. It, w;%cle.10 ritore than
appreeiation fOr i fine performance,' it-id eVen more than recoilnition

of the message of Cervantes. It- was as though 'suddenly a window

had been opened into the tiStkfly masked 'innerlife,of thdse men: and

women. Somewhere a bell Mil' rung,for each one..Here was visible.. . .

acceptance, an affirmationr, 6f. the values portrayed byy,Cervantes,

identifie;,itiou with the dying prisoner, i d'ceRunderstitntling, a witness

to int unqu;:iiehable [3;01 011 0140.; natu're. ft jvas a. remindet, much '
needed, a an inner source,a living center, human and uniVersal, which

is our 4( hope for iMPrOvement of emerging cUltural relationsA* - Y

,Sufiering, tragedy and serenity -
.

,

Suffering, and the search for its meaning, has played a prominent'

part in the literature of many peoples. The fragic ,senSe was parsie.-

ularly prominent in western literature.. The ideas of Aristotle's Poetics'

found eXpression in the dranias.of Aeschylus, Sophoeles and Euri.
'Wes, ,I,iter 'thqy came into ,the 'writings Or Chtistopher.Matloyve,
'William 'Sli'akespe;.ire,nf Henrik Ibsen iii. Norway; of Mi-t6 enekhoy
in Russia, of .i-,.ugust Stritidberg in Sweden and,others. Tragedy is a 7"

portrayal of .11umau' suffering with 'cotrrage; it is ineVitable disaster
arising' from ,conflict with enemies' or Some ffaw in the .hero, 4hich

may be his charaeter, inability or even a virtue, but resisted to the, end

, against men, gods and doom. This zispect of the huMan, r'ecoid is
., '1

caSIN, overlooked and diregarded hji self-confident, independent alio.

affluent mOdcrns of whatever country. .
-.

. ,Suffering takes many folms and perhaps th4, e most ffagic in pur time

is the hunger. the misery and the starvation of,the majority of mari-
kind.coexisting with the continued reckless, rapaciou,s use of the lion's

shareorthe it:replaceable natural 'resources lacking, thus far, the wit

4.11-
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